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I: Introduction and Basic Student/Community Profile Data
School History/Description
Birmingham Community Charter High School (formerly Birmingham High School) is an independent conversion charter high school located in the
heart of the San Fernando Valley. Birmingham was originally founded in 1953 as a 7–12 grades combined high school. It became solely a senior high
school in 1963. On July 1, 2009, the LAUSD Board of Education voted to allow the high school to become a charter school under the name Birmingham
Community Charter High School. Birmingham Community Charter High School, strives for academic excellence, articulation between grade levels,
and stability and continuity in our community. Our student body in 2013-2014 is ethnically, racially, linguistically, culturally, and economically diverse
and represents over 95 zip codes in the greater Los Angeles area.
The target student population for BCCHS includes those students in the former attendance area of Birmingham Senior High School (“BHS”), as well
as all others who wish to attend the school, subject to capacity. Enrollment typically comes from the traditional attendance area neighborhoods and
feeder middle schools (Mulholland, Portola, Northridge, Fulton, Holmes, and Millikan). A comprehensive educational program with diverse academic
course offerings is accessible to all students, including students achieving at a level significantly below their peers, mid-range students, gifted and
talented students, students receiving special education or related services, Limited English Proficient students, and students who are members of ethnic
groups under-represented in colleges and universities.
The demand for our educational program has risen steadily over the past four years with a growing waiting list. This is evidenced by BCCHS’ increased
enrollment to just over 3,200. We continue to innovate in our instructional practices, attracting students and families from all over the San Fernando
Valley and areas throughout Los Angeles. BCCHS has established clear expectations for all decision making based upon the direct affect to student
achievement through the new English Learner Advisory Council (ELAC), School Site Council (SSC), and established that Board Governance
expectations for the dissemination of school performance data and decision making linked to student achievement is used at the Sub-Committee level
and with the Board. A comprehensive effort to engage all stakeholders is utilized for the development, review, and monitoring of the Single Plan for
Student Achievement aligned to data based decisions.

School Environment
BCCHS provides an environment conducive to high student achievement and a customized and accountable learning program. It is safe, orderly and
supportive. BCCHS provides a variety of extra-curricular activities, clubs and athletics to serve the social, emotional and physical needs of students.
School wide standards for students’ behavior are perceived by students and staff members to be fair and equitably enforced. Instances of vandalism
and violence on campus are dealt with in a timely manner; student absenteeism and dropout rates are systematically addressed through the Student
Success Team (“SST”), tutoring and the Dropout Prevention efforts of all counseling staff and psychological service providers to minimize their levels.
All faculty, staff, parents and students demonstrate collaboration and mutual respect to ensure a safe and productive educational learning environment.
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Guiding Principles
Birmingham Community Charter High School Is Committed To Creating A Learning Environment That Encompasses
The Following Guiding Principles
 Establishing and maintaining BCCHS as an academic learning community with high expectations for academic achievement and civic
responsibility, where all students, faculty, parents and community members are valued for their individual contributions to the larger
community.

 Providing systems of accountability wherein students and faculty are personally invested in their work to further the high standards and
achievement of BCCHS.

 Providing personalized educational experiences tailored to the needs of all students to stem dropouts and address the individual academic,
civic and social needs that will prepare students to enter the global community as skilled participants ready and able to achieve their postsecondary goals.

 Providing students learning opportunities that will translate into accessible skills and knowledge for post-secondary life.
 Designing programs around student needs and high academic standards, utilizing faculty strengths and providing opportunities for growth in
areas of weakness through programs that respond to all levels of students—high academically achieving as well as low achieving students—
graduating all students’ career ready and college prepared.

Achievements From Past Charter Term
Birmingham Community Charter High School is committed to preparing students for college and careers with a comprehensive educational program
that provides an innovative learning experience. Our school community, including students, parents, faculty, staff, administrators, and community
partners have made great strides toward achieving our mission in the past four years since our initial charter term beginning July 1, 2009. The chart
below provides a visual explanation of the accomplishments and improvements the organization has made collectively.
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ACHIEVEMENTS















Raised our Academic Performance Index (“API”) by a significant 80 points since 2009, to an all-time high of 734 for the 2011-2012 school
year
Received a 6-year WASC Accreditation in Spring of 2012, the highest academic certification rating possible
Raised our graduation rate 12% from 77.5% in 2008 to 84.5% in 2012 and then to 89.2% in 2013.
Held the distinction of the highest pass rate for the CAHSEE amongst San Fernando Valley High Schools: 85% for English and 88% for
math for sophomores in 2012
Continued to excel in 2013 with CAHSEE pass rates of 88% for English and 87% for math
Created and implemented placement exams in literacy and math for incoming students to facilitate accuracy in programming
Established an on-campus Opportunity School (“BOC”) for at-risk students
Established programs for credit recovery for students behind in credits by two or more classes and at-risk of dropping out
Established a thriving School for Advanced Studies (“SAS”) for gifted and highly motivated students in grades 9-12
Implemented teacher-created Common Formative Assessments (“CFAs”) for all core disciplines through the school year
Greatly increased the percentage of students achieving proficiency and advanced scores on the California Standards Tests
Initiated the transition to instructional frameworks based on the Common Core State Standards
Demonstrated steady gains in all curricular areas, as evidenced in CST scores
Increased school-wide pupil attendance every year of the charter

Our goal/s at BCCHS are to further develop learning or educational opportunities for students to apply their developing knowledge to real-world
situations. We aim to prepare students for the practical challenges and experiences they will face in both post-secondary higher education and
careers. To ensure our organizational success and the success of our students:
 We continue to monitor our gains and challenges with an eye toward revision and flexibility;
 We review and analyze data often;
 We respond appropriately and effectively to conclusions arising from the analysis of school achievement data;
 We meet the needs of our students and their families through policies and programs developed by Board Committees;
 We operate a fiscally sound, economically efficient educational program.
We continue to engage our community stakeholders by individualizing instruction for students and actively listening to our faculty and staff. We
continue attracting more students each year and developing student engagement by providing relevant, technology-based educational opportunities
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geared toward career opportunities. In so doing, we will graduate all of our students with competitive skill sets they can immediately employ in postsecondary higher education and careers.
BCCHS is committed to educating learners at all levels; we foster a learning environment that provides innovative strategies to engage students
achieving at higher as well as lower levels. We achieve this by maintaining a safe learning environment in which students set high standards of effort
and goals. We are responsive to the unique needs of all students, encouraging personal growth, civic responsibility and a personal investment in learning
at BCCHS. Focus for the 2014-2015 school year continues to be on closing the achievement gap between the Birmingham Community Charter High
School student subgroups. Student subgroup data indicates that although student performance continues to increase, greater intervention is needed to
ensure that all students reach proficiency.

School Wide Student Goals
BCCHS’s purpose/goal as a charter school is to provide an outstanding educational program for students that will prepare them for post-secondary
higher education and careers. Our educational program provides high quality instruction, a broad variety of courses that equip students with skills
necessary for success in a multitude of college programs and careers. We also follow fiscal and organizational management practices to ensure our
longevity as a non-profit corporation accountable for use of public funds.
As an independent charter school, BCCHS thrives from greater flexibility and control of our school environment. We operate with elevated standards
of behavior and respect among students and faculty. Every student is encouraged to take ownership of his/her own learning; every student receives
instruction and has access to curriculum to prepare for a successful future in post-secondary higher education and careers. We continue to review and
revise our curriculum, instructional strategies and operating practices to ensure high academic achievement and success for all students. As our data
shows, our educational program reflects research-based proven practices that have increased the academic achievement of our students in almost every
category. We have shown significant gains in school wide achievement, but particularly in the curricular area of science and amongst our 10th grade
students with higher CAHSEE pass rates in both English and math.
BCCHS has implemented placement exams for students in English Language Arts and Mathematics to ensure proper placement for incoming
students. Every incoming student to BCCHS has been individually programmed in response to their historical achievement data and placement exam
scores to ensure placement into the appropriate level in their educational program in English and Mathematics. BCCHS is developing an entrance
preparation program for our students as well as additional exit requirements, such as senior portfolios and community service projects that allow
students to demonstrate their readiness for post-secondary life.
BCCHS provides an individualized, standards-based education for all students that stresses student engagement and ownership of learning. We strive
to involve students in the activity of learning in every discipline so that they retain their knowledge and are able to apply that knowledge to new
situations outside of the classroom.
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At BCCHS, the classroom is a rich, evolving environment, and we consider the learning styles of our students when planning a meaningful, balanced
and standards-based curriculum. We know that students are primarily motivated by their interests and passions, yet can learn to be motivated by
opportunities to challenge themselves and improve in areas of growth. We are actively developing programs through our SLCs that provide students
with opportunities for real-world learning experiences.
Relevance is vital for student engagement and application, as is providing a context-driven curriculum with ample opportunities for project-based
learning. Context-driven, cross-curricular, integrated lessons and activities allow students to recall and utilize what they know already and apply that
prior knowledge to new experiences. Thus, they are able to build a complete understanding of more complex and integrated concepts reflective of the
world in which we live, with confidence, greater engagement, greater risk and personal investment. Rather than segmented and compartmentalized
learning, students engage in cross-curricular pathways within SLCs connecting educational experiences across disciplines. Within SLCs, students
have opportunities to engage in real-world learning contexts that will evolve seamlessly into a learning pathway in higher education and/or career
training. As students mature and matriculate from one level to the next, they each work toward the goal of being an independent, life-long learner.
BCCHS’s educational program develops ability in reasoning and is calibrated to grade level; maximizes time in meaningful learning activities which
students can apply to myriad learning and performance contexts; develops reading and writing for content area literacy; and integrates technology so
that students are prepared to compete in a technologically advancing society. BCCHS embraces innovative teaching methodologies, proven best
practices, ongoing professional development, reflection and discussion of student achievement data and corresponding adjustments to teaching
practice, flexibility and transparency in an educational organization to ensure student growth and high levels of academic achievement. In addition to
our belief that all students can learn and perform at high levels, we also embrace student learners of all ability levels and types. We provide
opportunities for students of all ability levels to demonstrate growth and mastery of a variety of skills to prepare them for success in post-secondary
life.

BCCHS Ensures







Each student is held to high standards and has access to rigorous curricula and quality instruction that is intellectually challenging.
All students have access to the core curriculum.
All students have access to highly qualified certificated personnel.
Instructional resources support Common Core State Standards and are culturally, linguistically and developmentally appropriate for every
student.
Teachers maintain high expectations for the learning of rigorous content, differentiate instruction for varied learning styles and varied ability
levels, and provide students multiple opportunities to learn and demonstrate their skills and knowledge.
Students have opportunities to select and be placed into academically appropriate courses reflective of their abilities and needs.
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Students are encouraged to challenge themselves with a variety of learning experiences and within a variety of learning contexts.
Educators understand and apply strategies for closing the achievement gap.
All students have access to learning paths that support college and career goals.
Students have access to targeted intervention programs that are standards-aligned. Student placement in such programs is based on specific,
recent data about student progress. Student progress is assessed and reviewed frequently, and clear exit criteria are set.

Motivated, Competent, Lifelong Learners
Providing a standards-based, content-rich, comprehensive educational program allows students to avail themselves of myriad learning experiences
and opportunities. Our SLCs are varied and speak to student interests in growing industry careers in technologically advancing fields. We have six
established SLCs, three of which have solid career pathways. We are still developing programs within our SLCs to best meet student needs and
provide them with hands-on learning within growing career pathways. To that end, we invested over $100,000 in a medical lab classroom this
summer to provide students with access to over 100 medical career paths.
In the coming year, we will invest a substantial amount of time, planning, resources and equipment in the development of classrooms providing
instruction around STEM careers and technology in response to the global trend toward developing STEM technologies. By responding to students’
needs immediately, effectively and with relevant, engaging curriculum and learning experiences, we are preparing our students to become selfmotivated, competent, lifelong learners.

Standards-Based Curriculum And Instruction
BCCHS’s curriculum focus is aligned with the Common Core State Standards for English, Math and literacy in Social Science and Science.
Instructors in other disciplines such as Foreign Language, Performing and Visual Arts, Technical Arts, and Physical Education utilize innovative
instructional methods aligned to CA State Content and CTE standards. Teacher-created CFAs in each department are aligned to these standards in
order to assess student mastery of benchmark concepts and skills. We maintain and update curriculum as needed in order to meet diverse student
needs and to expose students to concepts, skills and themes from multiple perspectives.
BCCHS offers a rigorous, college-preparatory education that fosters student mastery of California Common Core State Standards in English and
Mathematics and literacy for Social Science and Science. We continue to utilize the California State Content Standards in Foreign Language, Fine
and Technical Arts, and Physical Education. Though most students will follow the scope and sequence of courses listed below, some students will
enter BCCHS ill-prepared to succeed in these courses. Therefore, as a key component of establishing an educational program that both prepares
students well for post-secondary goals and addresses their unique needs, placement of enrolled students in courses will occur after students take
diagnostic placement exams in both reading comprehension and mathematics prior to enrolling in BCCHS. Together as an organization, all
stakeholders are working collectively to bring the aforementioned elements to fruition for all students at BCCHS.
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Organizational Structure Designed To Support Student Learning Goals
Small Learning Communities/Academies
Extensive analysis of available data including student grades, standardized test scores, attendance statistics, discipline patterns, and additional
demographic information indicates that various instructional design models are requisite for a campus with a diverse population like ours. In
particular, data analysis indicates that the factors contributing to the categories relating to grade level performance are numerous and complex.
According to the National Conference on State Legislatures, “Research overwhelmingly supports the notion that students in kindergarten through
high school are more successful when they attend small schools. In fact, smaller learning environments positively affect grades, test scores,
attendance rates, graduation rates, drug and alcohol use, and school safety.”
Moreover, smaller, more personalized learning structures seem to provide the setting for other high school reforms, perhaps because change is easier
to implement in a smaller setting. In Schools that Work: America’s Most Innovative Public Education Programs, the author suggests that making
schools smaller is the first step toward enhancing school conditions and improving student outcomes (1992). Analysis of various high school reform
efforts also underscores “scaling down” as a common contributor for success. Smaller schools can more readily provide students with mentors, tutors
and advisors; make learning more meaningful by linking it to life-experiences and community; and provide adequate time and support for mastery of
knowledge and skills.”
In order to provide small group instruction, encourage individualized learning strategies, track student data effectively, promote student achievement,
and target intervention for under-performing students, BCCHS has implemented school wide SLCs. BCCHS can better address the needs of lower
achieving students with a personalized setting. SLCs promote greater student recognition, involvement, ownership of and positive identification with
academic achievement. According to the LAUSD report on SLCs4, “The aim of SLCs is to improve academic achievement, particularly for students
attending low-performing schools, through more personalized and relevant instruction. The goal is for teachers to form relationships with students,
keeping them engaged with school and performing well academically.” Allensworth and Easton (2007) conclude that a strong relationship with the
teacher and a perception that the course is relevant results in higher student attendance and that 9th grade attendance and course grades are powerful
predictors of high school graduation (Jane L. David 2008).
Over the past 4 years, since the inception of wall-to-wall SLCs, we have shown an increase in school wide attendance, which we largely attribute to
the increased accountability and personalization students have within SLCs. Additionally, we continue to increase our graduation rate, engaging
students in more focused, specialized areas of study within each SLC. In the coming five years, we expect to fully implement hands-on certification
programs within each SLC that reflect growing industry careers, enabling students to engage in real-world internships, job-shadowing, interviews,
mentoring from industry professionals, and entry-level jobs while they are enrolled at BCCHS.
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Birmingham Community Charter High School SLCS And Pathways
PVA – PERFORMING VISUAL ARTS
Technical Theatre



Graphic Design



Instrumental Music



Choral Music



The Technical Theatre pathway has an emphasis on all the technical aspects of theatre: lighting, sounds, costumes,
sets, directing, production, and the teamwork and organization required to put on a performance. This pathway is for
students interested in careers in theatre, television, and film.
The Graphic Design pathway emphasizes drawing, design, the use of computer programs, photo manipulation, and
graphics to produce artwork for commercial industry. This pathway is for students interested in careers in
advertising, graphic design, logo design, album/book/game covers, poster design, art direction, photography, and
magazine design.
Students will learn how to play a musical instrument, perform in a marching band, attend competitions, and play in a
jazz ensemble. They will learn music theory, harmony, and receive technical training on their instrument. The
pathway will provide a base to continue in an instrumental music education after graduation.
Designed for students who love music, students will learn and experience music theory, performing as a group,
attending competitions, and developing individual singing abilities.

TECHNOLOGY AND BUSINESS
Engineering and
Architecture



Informational
Technology
Sustainable
Environments




The Engineering and Architecture Pathway prepares students for higher education and careers in engineering,
architecture, computer-aided design and manufacturing. Students will create a variety of structures with a focus on
design and an emphasis on CAD fundamentals such as creating, editing and printing of 2D and 3D CAD documents.
The Informational Technology Pathway prepares students for further study and careers in the field of Computer Science
with an emphasis as a Microsoft Technology Associate certification and CISCO network certification.
Emphasizes the design and application of sustainable solutions in an urban environment. Students will begin with an
introduction to growing plants and be introduced to opportunities in landscape related environmental industries.
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CAL – CREATIVE AND LIBERAL STUDIES
Legal and

Government Services
Human Services



Engineering
Technology



The Legal and Government Services pathway explores the legal and criminal justice systems in the United States and
equips students with an understanding of how and why government and laws are forms. They will critically examine
key concepts, such as democracy, justice, and human rights.
The Human Services pathway is designed for anyone interested in having a positive impact on the lives of children,
families, and the elderly. Students will study issues of families, relationships, and the physical, emotional, social, and
intellectual development of people.
The Engineering Technology pathway provides a strong foundation in engineering through an instructional program
that integrates academic and technical preparation and utilizes an engineering curriculum that is project-based with
hands-on activities that combine math and science skills in real-world problems.

MASH – MEDICAL ATHLETICS SCIENCE AND HEALTH
Nursing



MASH anticipates that when students graduate, they will have worked at an internship at a local hospital, be CPR
certified, and hopefully receive a certificate nursing assistant license.

Sports Medicine



The program was established six years ago and our students take rigorous courses in learning the human body and
addressing injuries that the body may sustain through physical contact. Our students also serve as the sports trainers
for all of our teams here on campus.

DIGITAL MEDIA ARTS
Digital Design



Animation and
Gaming



Filmmaking



The Digital Design Pathway uses advanced Photoshop, in depth retouching, and image processing for magazines and
advertising. The students will create, edit, and receive hands on experience producing professional portfolios for
clients.
The Animation and Gaming Pathway is designed for students to learn the basic skills needed to create a video game
and basic apps for Android and iOS platforms, as well as build on these skills to expand their gaming abilities to
include development of bigger games.
Students in the Filmmaking Pathway learn how to operate a video camera, direct and edit short videos/ commercials/
movie trailers/ music videos. Once students have mastered the basics, they will move on to create more challenging
video projects that will be shown in every classroom school-wide once a month.
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As our overall outcome objective, BCCHS intends that its students meet or exceed achievement levels of similar populations of students. In
accordance with our ESLRs, every student who graduates from BCCHS will be an effective communicator, an information manager, a problem
solver, a productive member of society and a lifelong learner. The BCCHS full ESLRs are provided below.

BCCHS ESLR(s)

C

Critical Thinkers
 Solve problems analytically
 Develop intellectual perseverance
 Develop solutions to problems using prior and newly-accessed knowledge
 Evaluate and apply information from all sources

A

Academic Achievers

R

Responsible Citizens

E

Effective Communicators














Make individual progress on Common Core assessments (SBAC)
Pass the California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) and graduate from BCCHS
Comprehend all types of written communication
Strengthen academic vocabulary
Demonstrate ethical and respectful behavior
Show a commitment to caring for the community
Participate in career opportunities and education beyond high school
Take responsibility for their actions
Articulate thoughts clearly and effectively through writing, speaking, and multimedia
Use the conventions of language appropriately and correctly
Speak with confidence and clarity
Develop socially appropriate interaction skills
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Birmingham Community Charter High School Student Demographic Changes
The Lake Balboa area, where Birmingham is physically located, is a relatively affluent area (compared to Los Angeles as a whole) composed
primarily of single family homes. Data generated from the 2013 Census report indicates that 71.5% are White alone and 48.3% Latino or Hispanic.
This is not representative of the Birmingham current population, which is 7% White and 81% Latino, and has more than 80% eligible for free or
reduced price meals. The majority of the Birmingham school population resides in an area of low income housing between the Van Nuys Airport and
the 405 freeway, which is classified as west Van Nuys. Van Nuys as a whole is 61% Latino and 23% white, which is more similar to the profile of
the Birmingham student body. The enrollment trends by ethnicity reflect common trends in the city of Lake Balboa. Data gathered from the U.S.
Census Bureau (2013) indicates that Hispanic/Latino population in LA County comprises 48.3% of the overall population. These statistics are not
comparable to the BCCHS Hispanic population which makes up 81% of the overall student enrollment from the start of our charter to the current
2014-2015 school year.
Over the past six years, Birmingham Community Charter High School has seen an increase with respect to student enrollment. Enrollment steadily
grew from 2690 for the 2009-2010 year to 3267 for the 2014-2015 school year. That is an increase of approximately 577 students since the start of
our charter. To provide additional perspective, our student population has steadily risen by nearly 33% .We take great pride in the increased number
of students who select BCCHS as their choice of school. Furthermore, enrollment by gender is similar to neighboring districts creating a balance
between the male and female student body.

Changes In Enrollment
In the 2009-2010 school year (charter year 1), the enrollment at BCCHS was 2690 students. In the two years following, enrollment showed an overall
increase to 2712 students. This is in contrast to a decreasing enrollment trend seen from 2004-2005 to 2008-2009. This trend was primarily due to a
school-age population reduction in this geographic area, a trend shared by all neighboring schools, and the separation of the Daniel Pearl Journalism
Magnet from the charter at the beginning of the 2009-10 school year. For the 2013-2014 school year, the enrollment at BCCHS was 3145. For the
2014-2015 school year, the current enrollment stands at 3267 as of norm day on October 1st 2014. For additional clarity, changes in enrollment for the
2014-2015 school year are bulleted below:







Hispanics have increased from approximately 77% to 81% and remain the majority
Whites have dropped from approximately 9% to 8%
Asian population indicates no changes remaining at 2% from 2010-2011 to the current 2014-2015 school year
Students with Disabilities demonstrates an increase by 1% from 11% to 12%
African Americans have decreased from approximately 8% to 5%
Socioeconomically disadvantaged students have decreased from 86% to 81%
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ENROLLMENT BY GRADE LEVEL
12th Grade

2014-2015
701

2013-2014
702

2012-2013
636

2011-2012
673

2010-2011
612

2009-2010
631

11th Grade

814

681

727

619

470

494

10 Grade

907

868

695

736

645

665

9th Grade

845

893

860

684

950

898

TOTAL

3267

3145

2923

2712

2677

2690

SCHOOL POPULATION BY PERCENT OF ETHNICITY

Hispanic/Latino
Indian or Alaska Native
Asian
Pacific Islander
Filipino
African American
White
Two or More Races
Not Reported
Total

2014-2015

2013-2014

2012-2013

2011-2012

2010-2011

2657
9
50
5
73
179
261
37
0
3267

2552
10
51
8
68
203
231
22
0
3145

2335
10
48
14
69
212
222
13
0
2923

2111
9
50
24
55
226
226
10
1
2712

2053
4
47
29
55
236
249
2
2
2677

English Learners (EL)/Special Education (SpEd)/Socioeconomically Disadvantaged (SED)
School Year
2011-2012
2012-2013
2013-2014
2014-2015

Total
Enrollment
2712
2923
3145
3267

# EL

% EL

# SpED

% SpED

# SED

% SED

485
496
416
349

17.9
17.0
13.2
10.7

322
333
376
401

11.9
11.4
12.0
12.2

2337
2528
2623
2656

86.2
86.5
83.4
81.2
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BCCHS Performance Update: Birmingham Community Charter High School API and AYP
API GROWTH
2010-2011
799
699
825
683
749
688
433
695

Subgroups
Asian
Black/African American
Filipino
Hispanic
White
Socioeconomically Disadvantaged
Students with Disabilities
School Wide

2011-2012
802
721
791
716
746
693
540
722

2012-2013
774
737
828
729
754
731
570
734

BCCHS API GROWTH
900
799 804
800

825
774

791

828

737
699 721

683

700

716 729

749 746 754
688 693

731

695

600

540

500

722 734

570

433

400
300

200
100
0
Asian

Blacks

Filipino

Hispanic
2010-2011

2011-2012
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White
2012-2013

SED

SpEd

Schoolwide

Percent Proficient- Annual Measurable Objectives for AYP Determination
Subgroups
Percentage Proficient or Above
Asian
Black/African American
Filipino
Hispanic
White
Socioeconomically Disadvantaged
English Learners
Students with Disabilities

ENGLISH-LANGUAGE ARTS
2010-2011
Growth
61.5
41.7
63.6
43.0
62.8
44.0
26.9
16.9

Subgroups
Percentage Proficient or Above
Asian
Black/African American
Filipino
Hispanic
White
Socioeconomically Disadvantaged
English Learners
Students with Disabilities

2011-2012
Growth
54.5
37.5
-50.6
51.3
47.7
43.5
13.7

2012-2013
Growth
63.6
63.2
92.9
45.8
63.2
49.1
7.6
8.2

2013-2014
Growth
72.7
29.2
70.8
44.5
62.7
45.0
6.6
14.0

MATHEMATICS
2010-2011
Growth
-41.5
71.4
40.1
69.6
44.5
21.5
11.6
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2011-2012
Growth
72.7
41.7
-50.7
50.0
48.1
47.1
13.7

2012-2013
Growth
63.6
51.4
78.6
46.3
63.2
49.2
21.3
13.0

2013-2014
Growth
63.6
48.9
70.8
51.5
69.5
52.4
23.4
24.2

Birmingham Community Charter High School CST Performance Trend 2011-2013
English Language Arts by Grade Level
Grade Level

2010-2011 Total

All Students
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11

1967
905
607
455

Grade Level

2011-2012 Total

All Students
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11

1752
722
506
524

Grade Level

2012-2013 Total

All Students
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11

2060
952
492
616

2010-2011 % Far
Below Basic
8
11
8
5

2010-2011 %
Below Basic
34
32
36
37

2010-2011 %
Basic
34
32
36
37

2010-2011 %
Proficient
28
27
27
30

2010-2011 %
Advanced
15
15
14
17

2011-2012 % Far
Below Basic
6
6
5
8

2011-2012 %
Below Basic
15
15
9
14

2011-2012 %
Basic
35
36
31
38

2011-2012 %
Proficient
31
28
37
29

2011-2012 %
Advanced
15
15
17
12

2012-2013 % Far
Below Basic
5
5
4
8

2012-2013 %
Below Basic
13
11
10
18

2012-2013 %
Basic
35
34
36
36

2012-2013 %
Proficient
32
34
32
28

2012-2013 %
Advanced
15
16
18
10

From 2010-11 to 2012-13, ninth grade ELA CST performance showed a strong gain of an 8 percent improvement in the percentage of students
scoring proficient and advanced (42% to 50%) and a 27 percent decrease in percentage of students scoring far below and below basic (43% to 16%).
At the tenth grade level during the same time period, a 9 percent increase (41% to 50%) in students scoring advanced or proficient and a significant
30 percent decrease (44% to 14%) in students performing at below and far below basic was seen which indicates strong movement from basic to
proficient and above. Again during the same time period, eleventh graders showed a 9 percent drop (47% to 38%) in students performing at the
proficient or advanced level and a 16 percent decrease in students scoring below and far below basic (42% to 26%). Overall ELA performance has
consistently improved from 2010-11 to 2012-13 gaining 4 percent in students achieving proficient and above performances (43% to 47%).
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2010-2011

ELA Subgroup Performance
Asian
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
% Proficient or Above
Black/African American
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
% Proficient or Above
Hispanic/ Latino
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
% Proficient or Above
White
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
% Proficient or Above
Socio-Economically Disadvantaged
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
% Proficient or Above
English Learners
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
% Proficient or Above
Students with Disabilities
Students Tested
% of Enrollment
% Proficient or Above

2011-2012

2012-2013

9th

10th

11th

9th

10th

11th

9th

13
1.4%
85%
9th
75
8.2%
40%
9th
733
79.8%
41%
9th
60
6.5%
45%
9th
360
39.2%
33%
9th
184
20.0%
7%
9th
128
13.9%
5%

11
1.8%
45%
10th
50
8.1%
50%
10th
475
77.2%
37%
10th
49
8.0%
59%
10th
248
40.3%
32%
10th
120
19.5%
4%
10th
71
11.5%
6%

11
2.4%
55%
11th
48
10.4%
40%
11th
328
71.1%
46%
11th
48
10.4%
67%
11th
131
28.4%
35%
11th
60
13.0%
3%
11th
34
7.4%
12%

11
1.3%
55%
9th
39
4.7%
26%
9th
583
70.7%
40%
9th
52
6.3%
51%
9th
640
77.6%
41%
9th
107
13.0%
8%
9th
17
2.1%
18%

12
2.2%
75%
10th
15
2.7%
0%
10th
390
71.0%
53%
10th
41
7.5%
51%
10th
431
78.5%
52%
10th
48
8.7%
8%
10th
19
3.5%
21%

10
1.7%
*
11th
8
1.4%
*
11th
402
68.7%
36%
11th
46
7.9%
65%
11th
463
79.1%
38%
11th
75
12.8%
11%
11th
25
4.3%
12%

15
1.4%
40%
9th
47
4.5%
52%
9th
782
75.3%
48%
9th
71
6.8%
61%
9th
850
81.9%
48%
9th
151
14.5%
7%
9th
60
5.8%
22%

An asterisk (*) appears on the report to protect student privacy when 10 or fewer students had valid test scores.
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10th
10
1.9%
*
10th
36
6.8%
69%
10th
391
73.6%
45%
10th
36
6.8%
58%
10th
435
81.9%
49%
10th
30
5.6%
7%
10th
11
2.1%
18%

11th
14
2.0%
57%
11th
47
6.8%
28%
11th
495
72.1%
37%
11th
41
6.0%
41%
11th
536
78.0%
37%
11th
59
8.6%
2%
11th
20
2.9%
15%

In review of the disaggregated data by subgroups, it is evident that all subgroups with few exceptions are making progress and show gains at the
ninth, tenth and 11th grade levels in English Language Arts. Distinct challenges continue in meeting the needs of our EL students and Students with
Disabilities as they remain a focus of our support and intervention strategy development. Targeting our Socio Economically Disadvantaged students,
English Learners and Students with Disabilities will continue to be of high importance. Various approaches of intervention and support will be
provided in the 2014-15 school year and beyond and are currently under development.

Mathematics – Algebra I by Grade Level
Grade Level

2010-2011 Total

All Students
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11

981
727
208
46

Grade Level

2011-2012 Total

All Students
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11

801
570
156
75

Grade Level

2012-2013 Total

All Students
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11

768
554
126
88

2010-2011 % Far
Below Basic
30
31
29
26

2010-2011 %
Below Basic
42
42
43
48

2010-2011 %
Basic
19
19
19
22

2010-2011 %
Proficient
7
7
9
4

2010-2011 %
Advanced
1
1
0
0

2011-2012 % Far
Below Basic
17
18
10
21

2011-2012 %
Below Basic
46
45
49
39

2011-2012 %
Basic
25
22
31
33

2011-2012 %
Proficient
12
13
10
5

2011-2012 %
Advanced
1
2
0
1

2012-2013 % Far
Below Basic
12
10
10
31

2012-2013 %
Below Basic
45
40
60
50

2012-2013 %
Basic
28
31
25
17

2012-2013 %
Proficient
14
18
5
2

2012-2013 %
Advanced
1
1
0
0
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In a From 2010-11 to 2012-13, ninth grade Mathematics Algebra 1 CST performance shows a strong gain of an 11 percent improvement in the
percentage of students scoring proficient and advanced (8% to 19%) and a 23 percent decrease in percentage of students scoring far below and below
basic (73% to 50%). At the tenth grade level during the same time period, a 4 percent decrease (9% to 5%) in students scoring advanced or proficient
and a 2 percent decrease (72% to 70%) in students performing at below and far below basic which indicates movement to basic. Again during the
same time period, eleventh graders showed a 2 percent drop (4% to 2%) in students performing at the proficient or advanced level and a 7 percent
increase in students scoring below and far below basic (74% to 81%). The significant intervention and support provided to address student math
performance shows a positive 7 percent (8% to 15%) increase in students scoring proficient and advanced and a 15 percent decrease (72% to 57%) in
students scoring below and far below basic in Algebra I from 2010-11 to 2012-13. The performance is in direct response to the focus and design of
intervention and support which include before/after school tutoring and intervention courses in mathematics. It is evident that there is an overall
positive increase in the percentage of proficient and above performance by all subgroups from 2011 to 2013 as indicated in the following chart
below. This can be attributed to greater teacher collaboration, lower teacher student ratio, and extended tutoring opportunities school wide.

Subgroup Performance- Algebra I:
Asian

Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Black or African American
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Hispanic or Latino
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
White
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Economically Disadvantaged Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
English Learners
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Students with Disabilities
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above

2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

8
*
86
12%
809
8%
58
5%
412
7%
251
3%
163
2%

9
*
62
16%
650
12%
54
9%
719
12%
135
2%
31
10%

12
8%
45
9%
641
14%
46
28%
683
15%
125
4%
38
11%
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Mathematics – Geometry by Grade Level
Grade Level

2010-2011 Total

All Students
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11

172
110
32
30

Grade Level

2011-2012 Total

All Students
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11

187
3
11
173

Grade Level

2012-2013 Total

All Students
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11

751
179
297
275

2010-2011 % Far
Below Basic
24
5
56
60

2010-2011 %
Below Basic
27
26
28
30

2010-2011 %
Basic
31
42
13
10

2010-2011 %
Proficient
17
25
3
0

2010-2011 %
Advanced
1
1
0
0

2011-2012 % Far
Below Basic
14
*
9
15

2011-2012 %
Below Basic
54
*
55
54

2011-2012 %
Basic
25
*
27
24

2011-2012 %
Proficient
7
*
9
7

2011-2012 %
Advanced
0
*
0
0

2012-2013 % Far
Below Basic
10
8
10
9

2012-2013 %
Below Basic
49
36
50
56

2012-2013 %
Basic
30
35
29
28

2012-2013 %
Proficient
10
17
9
6

2012-2013 %
Advanced
1
3
1
0

From 2010-11 to 2012-13, ninth grade Geometry CST performance showed a drop of 6 percent in the percentage of students scoring proficient and
advanced (26% to 20%) and a 13 percent increase in percentage of students scoring far below and below basic (31% to 44%). At the tenth grade level
during the same time period, a 7 percent increase (3% to 10%) in students scoring advanced or proficient and a 24 percent decrease (84% to 60%) in
students performing at below and far below basic was seen which indicates strong movement from basic to proficient and above. Again during the
same time period, eleventh graders showed a 6 percent rise (0% to 6%) in students performing at the proficient or advanced level and a 25 percent
decrease in students scoring below and far below basic (90% to 65%). The overall student Geometry performance shows an 8 percent (18% to 11%)
decrease in students scoring proficient and advanced and a 8 percent rise (51% to 59%) in students scoring below and far below basic in Geometry
from 2010-11 to 2012-13. The data shows that students have moved from the lower ranges of far below and below basic to basic but are not making
sufficient progress to achieve proficient or advanced status. The improvement is due to the intervention efforts provided by the Math Department
through teacher collaboration and tutoring both before and after school. Efforts continue to support the basic, below basic and far below basic
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students. The data indicates that EL students, students with disabilities, and economically disadvantaged students still are facing challenges and
greater attention and intervention will continue to be focused on the aforementioned subgroups Math instructional and placement planning is being
developed to ensure that movement from far below basic to proficient is seen for the 2014-2015 calendar year and beyond.

Subgroup Performance- Geometry:
Asian

Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Black or African American
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Hispanic or Latino
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
White
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Economically Disadvantaged Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
English Learners
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Students with Disabilities
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above

2010-2011

2011-2012
2
*
14
21%
131
17%
16
31%
56
13%
30
0%
28
0%
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2012-2013
4
*
12
0%
144
7%
20
10%
165
7%
22
0%
13
15%

9
*
54
9%
600
11%
60
18%
659
11%
38
0%
31
3%

Mathematics – Algebra II by Grade Level
Grade Level
All Students
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11

2010-2011 Total
652
61
338
253

Grade Level

2011-2012 Total

All Students
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11

496
93
298
105

Grade Level

2012-2013 Total

All Students
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11

128
33
17
78

2010-2011 % Far
Below Basic
22
25
21
23

2010-2011 %
Below Basic
38
21
40
40

2010-2011 %
Basic
28
23
28
29

2010-2011 %
Proficient
11
25
10
8

2010-2011 %
Advanced
1
7
1
0

2011-2012 % Far
Below Basic
21
8
19
39

2011-2012 %
Below Basic
34
33
34
34

2011-2012 %
Basic
34
38
36
23

2011-2012 %
Proficient
9
16
9
4

2011-2012 %
Advanced
2
5
2
0

2012-2013 % Far
Below Basic
38
15
18
51

2012-2013 %
Below Basic
30
6
47
36

2012-2013 %
Basic
13
18
29
6

2012-2013 %
Proficient
15
39
6
6

2012-2013 %
Advanced
5
21
0
0

From 2010-11 to 2012-13, ninth grade Algebra II CST performance showed a significant rise of 28 percent in the percentage of students scoring
proficient and advanced (32% to 60%) and a 25 percent decrease in percentage of students scoring far below and below basic (46% to 21%). At the
tenth grade level during the same time period, a 5 percent decrease (11% to 6%) in students scoring advanced or proficient and a 4 percent increase
(61% to 65%) in students performing at below and far below basic was seen. Again during the same time period, eleventh graders showed a 2 percent
decline (8% to 6%) in students performing at the proficient or advanced level and a 24 percent increase in students scoring below and far below basic
(63% to 87%). The overall student Algebra II performance shows an 8 percent (12% to 20%) increase in students scoring proficient and advanced as
well as an 8 percent rise (60% to 68%) in students scoring below and far below basic from 2010-11 to 2012-13. The subgroup with the greatest gain
was Whites with an increase of 26 percent (7% to 33%) from 2011-12 to 2012-13 school year. More effective remediation and intervention solutions
are currently being planned to ensure all subgroups see an increase in the rate of proficiency.
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Subgroup Performance- Algebra II:
Asian
Black or African American
Hispanic or Latino
White
Economically Disadvantaged
English Learners
Students with Disabilities

Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above

2010-2011

2011-2012
17
29%
57
5%
489
11%
61
7%
223
10%
71
7%
36
3%
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2012-2013
13
15%
42
5%
375
11%
44
16%
419
11%
45
9%
30
3%

7
*
3
*
101
15%
12
33%
114
21%
19
11%
2
*

Mathematics – Summative High School Math by Grade Level
Grade Level

2010-2011 Total

All Students
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11

107
1
21
85

Grade Level

2011-2012 Total

All Students
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11

107
*
34
83

Grade Level

2012-2013 Total

All Students
Grade 9
Grade 10
Grade 11

166
*
46
120

2010-2011 % Far
Below Basic
2
*
0
2

2010-2011 %
Below Basic
24
*
24
25

2010-2011 %
Basic
24
*
10
28

2010-2011 %
Proficient
37
*
48
34

2010-2011 %
Advanced
12
*
19
11

2011-2012 % Far
Below Basic
3
*
0
4

2011-2012 %
Below Basic
25
*
4
31

2011-2012 %
Basic
34
*
33
34

2011-2012 %
Proficient
35
*
58
28

2011-2012 %
Advanced
4
*
4
4

2012-2013 % Far
Below Basic
2
*
0
3

2012-2013 %
Below Basic
25
*
11
30

2012-2013 %
Basic
33
*
35
32

2012-2013 %
Proficient
33
*
41
30

2012-2013 %
Advanced
7
*
13
5

From 2010-11 to 2012-13, tenth grade Summative Math CST performance showed a significant drop of 13 percent in the percentage of students
scoring proficient and advanced (67% to 54%) and a 13 percent decrease in percentage of students scoring far below and below basic (24% to 11%).
Eleventh graders during the same time period showed a 10 percent decline (45% to 35%) in students performing at the proficient or advanced level
and a 6 percent increase in students scoring below and far below basic (27% to 33%). The overall student Summative Math performance shows an 9
percent (49% to 40%) decrease in students scoring proficient and advanced and no change (27% to 27%) in students scoring below and far below
basic from 2010-11 to 2012-13. All numerically significant subgroups show some minor losses in student performance except for the strong gains by
the Asian and White student subgroups. Programs are in place to help students become more proficient at higher levels of mathematics. More
effective remediation and intervention solutions are currently being planned to ensure all subgroups see an increase in the rate of proficiency.
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Subgroup Performance- Summative Math:
Asian
Black or African American
Hispanic or Latino
White
Economically Disadvantaged
English Learners
Students with Disabilities

Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above
Students Tested
% Proficient and Above

2010-2011

2011-2012
8
*
9
*
66
50%
17
53%
29
41%
1
*
---
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2012-2013
6
*
9
*
76
37%
7
*
88
38%
-----

10
*
9
*
119
39%
14
71%
143
42%
1
*
1
*

Life Science- Grade 10
Primary Grouping

2010-2011 Total

All Students

604

Primary Grouping

2011-2012 Total

All Students

507

Primary Grouping

2012-2013 Total

All Students

505

2010-2011 %
Far Below Basic
16

2010-2011 %
Below Basic
17

2010-2011 %
Basic
39

2010-2011 %
Proficient
18

2010-2011 %
Advanced
10

2011-2012 %
Far Below Basic
8

2011-2012 %
Below Basic
14

2011-2012 %
Basic
32

2011-2012 %
Proficient
29

2011-2012 %
Advanced
18

2012-2013 %
Far Below Basic
9

2012-2013 %
Below Basic
16

2012-2013 %
Basic
33

2012-2013 %
Proficient
28

2012-2013 %
Advanced
15

Student performance on the Grade 10 Life Science test has seen an improvement from 2010-11 to 2012-13. Students scoring proficient and advanced
increased 15 percent from 28% to 43% while a 8 percent reduction in far below basic and below basic (33% to 25%) was seen.

Science- Biology
Primary Grouping

2010-2011 Total

All Students

734

Primary Grouping

2011-2012 Total

All Students

596

Primary Grouping

2012-2013 Total

All Students

1120

2010-2011 %
Far Below Basic
14

2010-2011 %
Below Basic
19

2010-2011 %
Basic
33

2010-2011 %
Proficient
19

2010-2011 %
Advanced
16

2011-2012 %
Far Below Basic
12

2011-2012 %
Below Basic
10

2011-2012 %
Basic
38

2011-2012 %
Proficient
26

2011-2012 %
Advanced
14

2012-2013 %
Far Below Basic
12

2012-2013 %
Below Basic
15

2012-2013 %
Basic
39

2012-2013 %
Proficient
23

2012-2013 %
Advanced
12

The EOC (End of Course) Biology performance shows no net change (35% to 35%) in those scoring proficient and advanced and a 6 percent (33% to
27%) reduction of those scoring below and far below basic.
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Science- Chemistry
Primary Grouping

2010-2011 Total

All Students

706

Primary Grouping

2011-2012 Total

All Students

483

Primary Grouping

2012-2013 Total

All Students

554

2010-2011 %
Far Below Basic
27

2010-2011 %
Below Basic
30

2010-2011 %
Basic
35

2010-2011 %
Proficient
7

2010-2011 %
Advanced
1

2011-2012 %
Far Below Basic
21

2011-2012 %
Below Basic
21

2011-2012 %
Basic
37

2011-2012 %
Proficient
14

2011-2012 %
Advanced
7

2012-2013 %
Far Below Basic
16

2012-2013 %
Below Basic
21

2012-2013 %
Basic
39

2012-2013 %
Proficient
19

2012-2013 %
Advanced
5

Chemistry performance overall showed a 16 percent (8% to 24%) increase in percentage of students scoring proficient or advanced, and a significant
decline in percentage of students scoring below and far-below basic of nearly 20 percent (57% to 37%) in a 2010-11 to 2012-13 comparison.

Science- Physics
Primary Grouping

2010-2011 Total

All Students

170

Primary Grouping

2011-2012 Total

All Students

250

Primary Grouping

2012-2013 Total

All Students

160

2010-2011 %
Far Below Basic
5

2010-2011 %
Below Basic
9

2010-2011 %
Basic
49

2010-2011 %
Proficient
28

2010-2011 %
Advanced
9

2011-2012 %
Far Below Basic
10

2011-2012 %
Below Basic
18

2011-2012 %
Basic
48

2011-2012 %
Proficient
18

2011-2012 %
Advanced
7

2012-2013 %
Basic
50

2012-2013 %
Proficient
28

2012-2013 %
Advanced
8

2012-2013 %
Far Below Basic
3

2012-2013 %
Below Basic
11

Enrollment in Physics has shown a decline from 2010-2011 to 2012-2013 indicating a drop in third year science enrollment, not including AP science
enrollment. From 2010-11 to 2012-13 the data shows a 1 percent decrease (37% to 36%) in students performing at the proficient or advanced level
and no net change (14% to 14%) in the percentage of students scoring at the below or far below basic level.
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U.S. History
Primary Grouping

2010-2011 Total

All Students

453

Primary Grouping

2011-2012 Total

All Students

563

Primary Grouping

2012-2013 Total

Primary Grouping

2010-2011 Total

All Students

636

Primary Grouping

2011-2012 Total

All Students

695

Primary Grouping

2012-2013 Total

2010-2011 %
Far Below Basic
8

2010-2011 %
Below Basic
10

2010-2011 %
Basic
31

2010-2011 %
Proficient
34

2010-2011 %
Advanced
17

2011-2012 %
Far Below Basic
13

2011-2012 %
Below Basic
11

2011-2012 %
Basic
35

2011-2012 %
Proficient
27

2011-2012 %
Advanced
14

2012-2013 %
2012-2013 %
2012-2013 %
2012-2013 %
2012-2013 %
Far Below Basic
Below Basic
Basic
Proficient
Advanced
All Students
675
12
13
35
26
14
Comparison of U.S. History performance between 2010-11 and 2012-13 shows an 11 percent decrease (51% to 40%) of students performing at the
proficient and advanced levels and a 7 percent increase (18% to 25%) of students performing at the below and far below basic levels. Greater
departmental collaboration is built within the school calendar to provide. US History teachers have the opportunity to share instructional strategies
and exchange professional pedagogical practices for the purpose of improving student proficiency rates.

World History
2010-2011 %
Far Below Basic
23

2010-2011 %
Below Basic
16

2010-2011 %
Basic
35

2010-2011 %
Proficient
17

2010-2011 %
Advanced
9

2011-2012 %
Far Below Basic
22

2011-2012 %
Below Basic
14

2011-2012 %
Basic
35

2011-2012 %
Proficient
20

2011-2012 %
Advanced
8

2012-2013 %
2012-2013 %
2012-2013 %
2012-2013 %
2012-2013 %
Far Below Basic
Below Basic
Basic
Proficient
Advanced
All Students
719
18
10
41
20
10
World History CST performance show a 4 percent increase (26% to 30%) of students scoring at proficient or advanced and an 11 percent decrease
(39% to 28%) of students performing at the below and far below basic level. These improvements in student performance can be largely attributed to
increased teacher collaboration during dedicated departmental planning time.
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California High School Exit Exam (CAHSEE) Results:
Mathematics and English Language Arts (ELA) by Program for (Grade 10) 2011-2014:
Subject

All Students

Special
Education
Students

English
Learner (EL)
Students

Re-designated
Fluent-English
Proficient
(RFEP)
Students

Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged

Not socioeconomically
Disadvantaged

# Tested

Math

549

45

98

221

446

96

Passing

Math

441 (80%)

15 (33%)

52 (53%)

193 (87%)

354 (79%)

84 (88%)

# Tested

ELA

569

61

110

220

459

103

Passing

ELA

455 (80%)

28 (46%)

40 (36%)

200 (91%)

365 (80%)

85 (83%)

2012

Subject

All Students

Special
Education
Students

English
Learner (EL)
Students

Re-designated
Fluent-English
Proficient
(RFEP)
Students

Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged

Not socioeconomically
Disadvantaged

# Tested

Math

533

36

61

243

188

323

Passing

Math

461 (87%)

21 (58%)

33 (54%)

217 (89%)

154 (82%)

293 (91%)

# Tested

ELA

547

51

71

242

193

332

Passing

ELA

460 (84%)

24 (47%)

22 (31%)

227 (94%)

154 (80%)

290 (87%)

2011
Tested or
Passing

Tested or
Passing
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Subject

All Students

Special
Education
Students

English
Learner (EL)
Students

Re-designated
Fluent-English
Proficient
(RFEP)
Students

Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged

Not socioeconomically
Disadvantaged

# Tested

Math

534

42

54

227

463

68

Passing

Math

460 (86%)

20 (48%)

27 (50%)

208 (92%)

400 (86%)

58 (85%)

# Tested

ELA

538

46

56

227

467

68

Passing

ELA

468 (87%)

15 (33%)

25 (45%)

212 (93%)

405 (87%)

61 (90%)

2014

Subject

All Students

Special
Education
Students

English
Learner (EL)
Students

Re-designated
Fluent-English
Proficient
(RFEP)
Students

Socioeconomically
Disadvantaged

Not socioeconomically
Disadvantaged

# Tested

Math

823

92

90

260

694

127

Passing

Math

692 (84%)

51 (55%)

47 (52%)

232 (89%)

581 (84%)

110 (87%)

# Tested

ELA

829

93

94

259

699

128

Passing

ELA

684 (83%)

43 (46%)

32 (34%)

230 (89%)

573 (82%)

110 (86%)

2013
Tested or
Passing

Tested or
Passing

CAHSEE performance has seen modest improvement from 2010-11 to 2013-14. Mathematics performance and pass rate on the CAHSEE has
improved by 4 percent overall (80% to 84%) when comparing 2011 to 2014 CAHSEE data. The English Language Arts pass rate has improved 3
percent overall (80% to 83%) from 2011 to 2014. Individual subgroup performance by the socio-economically disadvantaged and special education
students indicates little improvement. Greater attention and efforts are geared towards these subgroups to ensure that students receive adequate
resources and support to successfully pass the CAHSEE for the 2014-2015 school year. In 2014 student performance overall showed 80% of students
were proficient or above. Greater intervention approaches are being developed to address the aforementioned issues among all subgroups.
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California English Language Development Test (CELDT) Results:
The California English Language Development Test (CELDT), a required state test for English language proficiency that must be given to students whose
primary language is other than English, is used for placement of students in classes and then again as an annual growth instrument. For the 2011-2012
school year, a total of 159 students were CELDT tested. One percent scored advanced, 36 percent early advanced, 40 percent intermediate, 11 percent early
intermediate, and 18 percent scored beginning. For the 2013-2014 school year, a total of 206 students were tested. 6 percent scored advanced, 45 percent
early advanced, 69 percent intermediate, 33 percent early intermediate, and 47 percent scored beginning.

2011-2012 CELDT- Number and Percent of Students at Each Overall Performance Level
Performance Level

9th

10th

11th

12th

Total
Domain Mean Scale Scores

Advanced
Early Advanced
Intermediate
Early Intermediate
Beginning
Number Tested

1
(1.0%0
41
(37.0%)
44
(40.0%)
13
(12.0%)
12
(11.0%)
111
(100%)

0
(0.0%)
8
(36.0%)
8
(36.0%)
3
(14.0%)
3
(14.0%)
22
(100%)

0
(0.0%)
6
(35.0%)
7
(41.0%)
1
(6.0%)
3
(18.0%)
17
(100%)

1
(11.0%)
2
(22.0%)
5
(56.0%)
1
(11.0%)
0
(0.0%)
9
(100%)
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2
(1.0%)
57
(36.0%)
64
(40.0%)
18
(11.0%)
18
(11.0%)
159
(100%)

Listening

546.2

562.6 543.9

608.1

Speaking

539.3

533.9 522.3

583.0

Reading

547.7

548.9 573.2

589.4

Writing

540.0

544.1 558.6

575.1

2012-2013 CELDT- Number and Percent of Students at Each Overall Performance Level
Performance Level

9th

10th

11th

12th

Total
Domain Mean Scale Scores

Advanced
Early Advanced
Intermediate
Early Intermediate
Beginning
Number Tested

5
(4.0)
29
(25.0%)
60
(52.0%)
14
(12.0%)
7
(6.0%)
115
(100.0%)

3
(13.0%)
8
(33.0%)
4
(17.0%)
3
(13.0%)
6
(25%)
24
(100.0%)

3
(23.0%)
3
(23.0%)
4
(31.0%)
2
(15.0%)
1
(8.0%)
13
(100.0%)

2
(8.0%)
12
(50.0%)
7
(29.0%)
0
(0.0%)
3
(13.0%0
24
(100.0%)

13
(7.0%)
52
(30.0%)
75
(43.0%)
19
(11.0%)
17
(10.0%)
176
(100.0%)

Listening

565.6 561.7

580.4

596.9

Speaking

536.1 486.5

558.8

559.1

Reading

552.7 557.4

601.7

607.8

Writing

552.3 515.0

581.5

582.6

2013-2014 CELDT- Number and Percent of Students at Each Overall Performance Level
Performance Level 9th

10th

Advanced

3
(6.0%)
10
(20.0%)
14
(29.0%)
8
(16.0%)
14
(29.0%)
49
(100.0%)

Early Advanced
Intermediate
Early Intermediate
Beginning
Number Tested

7
(6.0%)
18
(16.0%)
47
(41.0%)
18
(16.0%)
25
(22.0%)
115
(100%)

11th
1
(4.0%)
9
(36.0%)
4
(16.0%)
5
(20.0%)
6
(24.0%)
25
(100.0%)

12th
1
(6.0%)
8
(47%)
4
(24.0%)
2
(12.0%)
2
(12.0%)
17
(100.0%)
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Total
12
(6.0%)
45
(22.0%)
69
(33.0%)
33
(16.0%)
47
(23.0%)
206
(100.0%)

Domain Mean Scale Scores
Listening

519.0

524.9

528.9

605.5

Speaking

498.2

492.5

520.2

540.5

Reading

523.3

555.9

561.5

602.7

Writing

511.9

512.8

525.6

566.1

English Learner Population
Our ESL Program is designed to ensure that EL students can be successful in their general education classes and meet the graduation requirements. Our EL
students are those who proceed through the ESL 1-4 program as well as those who continue to require English Language Development support after exiting
the ESL program. The EL students enter the school at varying grade levels with vast differences in their English skills as well as a variation in languages
spoken and incoming existing skills. During this close examination of the CELDT data we discovered that an increasing percent of our EL students are also
Students with Disabilities increasing 5 percent from 2011-12 to 2013-14. Providing instructional support to meet their instructional needs of these students
continues to be a significant challenge.

2011-2012
EL Students
Total
485

EL Grade 9

EL Grade 10

EL Grade 11

EL Grade 12

ESL 1

ESL 2

ESL 3

ESL 4

116

132

125

112

14

16

14

14

2012-2013
EL Students
Total

EL Grade 9

EL Grade 10

EL Grade 11

EL Grade 12

ESL 1

ESL 2

ESL 3

ESL 4

496

148

114

103

131

18

15

11

5

2013-2014
EL Students
Total
416

EL Grade 9

EL Grade 10

EL Grade 11

EL Grade 12

ESL 1

ESL 2

ESL 3

ESL 4

98

136

85

97

9

20

23

0
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College Readiness- AP/SAT Testing:
For the 2010 school year, there was a total of 520 AP students. There were 886 exams administered and 183 students scored 3+ demonstrating a 35%
AP pass rate. For the 2014 school year, there was a total of 435 AP students. There were 698 exams administered and 220 students scored 3+
demonstrating a 50% AP pass rate. Although BCCHS is approximately 14 percent below the State of California AP pass rate and approximately 11
percent below the Global AP pass rate for the 2014 school year, BCCHS has seen an increase of 16 percent in our AP passage rates from 2010 to
2014. Furthermore, AP educators at Birmingham are collectively working together to increase both the total number of AP students and passage rates
through the means of professional development and cross-curricular collaboration.

Advanced Placement Testing
Results

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

Total AP Students
Number of Exams
AP Students-Scores 3+
% of Total AP Students
with Scores 3+
Total AP Students
Number of Exams
AP Students-Scores 3+
% of Total AP Students
with Scores 3+
Total AP Students
Number of Exams
AP Students-Scores 3+
% of Total AP Students
with Scores 3+

520
886
183
35.2

490
862
188
38.4

402
587
155
38.6

551
929
228
41.4

435
698
220
50.6

282,819
518,476
181,485
64.2

301,505
555,057
191,999
63.7

321,501
594,959
207,367
64.5

338,891
635,596
215,233
63.5

354,241
668,515
227,806
64.3

1,855,310
3,236,335
1,116,959
60.2

1,982,133
3,475,395
1,193,662
60.2

2,106,843
3,714,079
1,295,051
61.5

2,225,625
3,955,410
1,354,800
60.9

2,352,094
4,199,656
1,442,153
61.3

BCCHS

State of
California

Global AP
Results
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*Students scoring 3+ or better
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EAP and SAT Testing Results
2012
ENGLISH
BCCHS
District (LAUSD)
County (LA)

2012
MATH
BCCHS
District (LAUSD)
County (LA)

2013
ENGLISH
BCCHS
District (LAUSD)
County (LA)

2013
MATH
BCCHS
District (LAUSD)
County (LA)

EAP- Early Assessment of Readiness for
College English
# Tested
512
27,400
97,100

% Ready for
College
11
14
20

% ReadyConditional
13
13
15

SAT
# Tested
282
22,177
121,918

Critical
Reading
420
430
466

EAP- Early Assessment of Readiness for College
Mathematics
# Tested
173
14,735
52,913

% Ready for
College
5
7
14

% ReadyConditional
43
35
42

EAP- Early Assessment of Readiness for
College English
# Tested
549
26,648
96,309

% Ready for
College
No data
14
19

% ReadyConditional
No data
12
14

170
14,408
53,773

% Ready for
College
5
7
13

# Tested

Math Scores
Average
424
441
486

282
22,177
54,557

SAT
# Tested
279
22,550
56,566

% ReadyConditional
52
39
44
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435
436
471

SAT

Critical
Reading
424
434
469

EAP- Early Assessment of Readiness for College
Mathematics
# Tested

Writing Scores

Writing Scores
432
436
469

SAT
# Tested

Math Scores

279
22,550
56,566

424
441
484

EAP and SAT Comparisons
BCCHS is working towards improving both EAP and SAT scores by offering various college enrichment classes and providing students with SAT
prep workshops to increase individual and collective efficiency scores. BCCHS performance with respect to both EAP and SAT scores is comparable
to the District and State levels; however, our objective is to increase student performance. Joint efforts are under development to make sure students
entering BCCHS in the 9th grade have the essential skills and resources needed to succeed once they reach the 11th grade testing window.

BCCHS Early Assessment Program Results
16
14
12

13

14
12

11

9

10
8
6

5

4

5

4

4

2
0

0
English

Mathematics

2009-2010

13

4

2010-2011

14

9

2011-2012

11

5

2012-2013

0

5

2013-2014

12

4

% 11TH GRADE STUDENTS READY FOR COLLEGE
2009-2010

2010-2011

2011-2012

2012-2013

2013-2014

The Early Assessment of Readiness for College (EAP) is an exam designed to measure the readiness of students’ ability to successfully pass college
level English and Mathematics courses. In response to the statistics above BCCHS is working to increase 11th grade performance on the EAP by
increasing efforts to improve A-G completion rates, increase the number of students taking college classes, and offering SAT/ACT prep workshops
to better acclimate students to the rigor of college English and Mathematics. Our mission is to ensure that students graduating from BCCHS have the
necessary skills to successfully integrate into college level courses.
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ACT SCORES
Total Tested
Grad
Year

English

Mathematics

Readings

Science

BCCHS

State

BCCHS

State

BCCHS

State

BCCHS

State

BCCHS

State

BCCHS

State

106
137
132
130
121

90,371
99,002
103,024
107,243
113,732

18.3
19.1
17.4
17.9
17.6

21.7
21.6
21.6
21.6
21.8

18.3
20.2
19.8
19.1
19.3

22.9
22.7
22.8
22.8
22.8

19.1
19.7
18.9
18.6
18.9

22.3
22.0
22.1
22.3
22.3

17.8
19.0
18.2
18.2
18.6

21.5
21.4
21.5
21.5
21.7

18.5
19.7
18.7
18.5
18.8

22.2
22.1
22.1
22.1
22.3

2010
2011
2012
2013
2014

Percent of ACT- Tested Students Ready for
College-Level Coursework

ACT has established the
following as college
readiness benchmark scores
for designated college
courses:

80%
71%
70%
57%

60%

51%
50%

Composite

45%



43%

40%

34%
30%



26%

30%

21%



20%
11%



10%
0%

College English Composition

College Algebra

College Social Science

Birmingham Community Charter H.S.

College Biology
State of California
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Meeting All 4

English Composition:
18 on ACT English Test
Algebra: 22 on ACT
Mathematics Test
Social Science: 22 on
ACT Reading Test
Biology: 23 on ACT
Science Test

Average ACT Mathematics Scores by Course Sequence
30
25
25
21

20.4

22.5
18.4

20

19.6
16.2

18

17.3
14

15
10
5

Value Added by Mathematic
Courses: Students who took a
minimum of Algebra 1, 2 and
Geometry typically achieved
higher ACT Mathematics
scores than students who took
less than three years of
mathematics. In addition,
students who took more
advanced mathematics courses
substantially increased their
ACT Mathematics score.

0
Alg. 1 & 2, Geo, Trig, Calc

Alg 1 & 2, Geo, Trig, other

Alg 1 & 2, Geo, Trig

Alg 1 & 2, Geo

Birmingham Community Charter H.S

Less than 3 years

State

Average ACT Science Scores by Course Sequence
30
22.6
25
18.9

20.5

23.2
20.2

16.1

20

18.2

20.0

15
10
5
0
Gen Sci, Bio, Chem, Phys

Bio, Chem, Phys

Gen Sci, Bio, Chem

Birmingham Community Charter H.S

State
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Less than 3 years

Value Added by Science
Courses: Students who took
Biology and Chemistry in
combination with Physics
typically achieved higher
ACT Science scores than
students taking less than three
years of science courses.

PSAT Scores
2011-2012
PSAT

Total Score
NA
136
139

BCCHS
CA State
Nation

Goal (?)
NA
N/A
34%

2012-2013
Total Score
NA
139
141

Goal (?)
NA
N/A
46%

2013-2014
Total Score
NA
137
140

Goal (?)
NA
N/A
46%

10th & 11th Grade PSAT Scores 2012-2014
2012
2013
2014

11th Grade Verbal
38
37.4
37.2

11th Grade Math
38.5
38.4
37.7

11th Grade Writing
37.9
38.7
36.3

2012
2013
2014

10th Grade Verbal
36.7
35.1
34.9

10th Grade Math
36.3
36.3
35.7

10th Grade Writing
36.7
36
34.9

BCCHS is currently developing a systematic procedure to ensure that data, specifically PSAT data, is accessible to all stakeholders for the 2015-2016
school year. Although the state provides a School Summary Report, also known as the Summary of Answers and Skills (SOAS), the data is not
aggregated with respect to the overall school performance but rather only provides evidence for each test taker.
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Number of Graduates Completing A-G Requirements
Class of 2014

Class of 2013

Class of 2012

Class of 2011

132
20%
92%
596

57
10%
93%
543

165
28%
93%
552

296
55%
88%
475

Number of Graduates w/ A-G
Percentage of Graduates w/ A-G
Graduation Rate
Number of Graduates

Number of Graduates Completing A-G
700
596

600

543

552
475

500
400
296

300
200
100

165

132
57

20

10

28

93

92

55

93

88

0
Number of Graduates

w/ A-G

Percentage of Graduates w/A-G
Class of 2014

Class of 2013

Graduation Rate
Class of 2012

Number of Graduates

Class of 2011

The decrease in the number of students completing A-G requirements can primarily be attributed to inaccurate coding of BCCHS courses in our SIS
system and use of online credit recovery courses that were not A-G compliant. The course coding has been corrected in our SIS system and changed
correspondingly with the UCOP, and we have made changes in our online credit recovery provider as well to ensure A-G compliance. The number
of seniors accepted to either California State University or University of California campuses during both the 2012-2013 and 2013-2014 school
years, belies the A-G completion rate indicated above and provides evidence to support the reasons outlined above. In addition, we have included AG requirements information in Advisory lessons for all grade levels to increase student awareness and responsibility.
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II: Significant School Changes and Developments
Since the last full visit, BCCHS has development and implemented several new programs to increase student success and achievements including:

CHANGES/DEVELOPMENTS OF PROGRAMS




























Successfully renewed Charter Petition through June 2019
Created College and Career Center with additions of Career Counselor
Created Student Services and Support Division
Refined integrated special education services to ensure compliance with IEP goals
Established Birmingham Opportunity Center (BOC)
Implemented protocols to ensure regular review of Individualized Graduation Plans for all students
Implemented Twilight School to improve 9th to 10th grade matriculation rate
Developed credit recovery online program
Adopted Direct Interactive Instruction (DII) as instructional model with professional development support
Expanded the SAS program
Developed a Certificated Evaluation Process with an option for Peer Evaluation
Established weekly AP-SLC Lead-Counselor-Clerk meetings to address intervention related to student attendance/behavior/academic need
Introduced progressive discipline system to reduce suspensions and improve student behavior
Opened articulation discussions with Los Angeles Community College District regarding dual credit courses in career pathways
Developed career pathways in all SLCs around high-demand, high-skill, high-wage careers
Expanded Parent Center to increase parent involvement
Increased SLC-sponsored college visits
Increased number of certificated staff to lower class size and offer specialized courses
Implemented summer SAT prep workshops
Expanded summer school for increased credit recovery options
Improved technology infrastructure
Increased student access to technology by increasing number and type of computer labs and carts
Aligned Business Office practices to reflect fiscal focus on student achievement
Implemented International Student Program to broaden student knowledge of other cultures and generate revenue
Implemented Summer Bridge Program for incoming 9th grade students
Held first joint professional development session for Governing Board and Administrative Staff
Will implement a 2x8 block schedule beginning with the 2015-2016 school year to increase student opportunities to participate in career
pathway courses, provide intervention in addition to coursework required for graduation, increase student college and career readiness
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Birmingham Community Charter has maintained the elements presented at the last WASC visitation, and the staff, faculty and administrators have
diligently worked together collectively to improve our educational goals and programs. The aforementioned developments/changes have
strengthened the overall practices and programs at BCCHS. The staff at BCCHS have worked tirelessly to not only refine our current practices but
meet the goals identified in the school’s self-study WASC report. These additions to, or continued emphasis on, our instructional programs have led to
more engaged participation in college and career coursework (through our community college articulated courses through Pierce College and LA Valley
College courses for SAS students), steady increase in our Advanced Placement pass rates, improved performance and participation on CAHSEE, EAP and
local common assessments. All of these improvements speak to our dedication and commitment to provide a rigorous, college- and career-ready
curriculum for all students.
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III: Follow-up and Progress Report Development Process
For the past several years, Birmingham Community Charter High School’s administrative staff and a selected group of individuals have taken the
dominate role in drafting and amending the organization’s WASC Self-Study Report. However, following the last WASC visitation for the 20112012 school year, the organization has sought a more collaborative approach that incorporates all staff members in drafting the WASC report to
provide a more authentic and reflective study. This approach has allowed all staff members to voice their concerns and contribute to the overall
study. The administrative team at Birmingham has worked tirelessly to combine the multiple school plans and other applicable documents into one
functioning and organized document to establish consistency and continued transparency. The objective is to have a “working document” which can
be amended and refined as our organization grows and changes and which reflects the true nature of the school’s vision and mission.
The Leadership Team of BCCHS consists of Administrators, Department Chairpersons and SLC Leads who continue to oversee both the
implementation and modification of the School Wide Action Plan. This team then reports to the Curriculum and Instruction Standing Committee
which reports monthly to the Board of Directors to provide them with any and all revisions. As a means to keep all stakeholders informed,
information is disseminated during Leadership Team meetings and school wide professional development meetings which take place at various times
throughout the year. This allows staff members to discuss and reflect on student data, progress toward the Action Plan and our school wide goals of
implementing the Common Core and increasing critical thinking skills of students across the curriculum.
The bulleted items below outline the regularly scheduled meetings/sessions that provided opportunities for stakeholders to be provided information
regarding the progress of the Mid Cycle Report and/or contribute information to the Mid Cycle Report.







Twice annually the CEO and CBO work to present a “State of the Organization” report to the Governing Board
Monthly reports to the Board by CEO-CBO as well as reports from every Sub-Committee which includes CFA and Classroom
Rounds data reporting
Once per week Department or Small Learning Community (SLC) collaboration time to plan implementation of school wide
initiatives and/or analyze student data
Quarterly faculty meetings during which faculty members, in various groupings, examined BCCHS’ Action Plan goals and
determined our progress to date toward meeting the stated goals
Various voluntary meetings during which faculty members examined BCCHS’ Action Plan goals and determined our progress to
date toward meeting the stated goals
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IV: Progress on the Critical Areas for Follow-up within the Action Plan
In 2012, during our last full WASC visit, several School Wide Critical Areas for Follow-up were identified by the WASC Visiting Team.

School wide Critical Areas for Follow-up
1) Implement a formalized certificated staff
evaluation process.

2) Maintain a written and electronic board policy
manual and a process for approving
administrative regulations and board policies.
Maintain accurate board agenda and minutes as
required by law.

3) Develop a comprehensive organizational chart
for all staff, detailing the decision making
process, roles and responsibilities.

Progress Report 2015
A formal evaluation process focusing on the California Standards for the Teaching
Profession and utilizing common evaluation documents was instituted during the 2013-2014
school year. Faculty members being evaluated during any particular school year are
informed of the process and presented with the documents during an orientation meeting
held at the beginning of the school year. This evaluation process was discussed during
negotiations between BCCHS and UTLA (certificated union) and became part of the formal
contract between the two parties. Beginning with the 2014-2015 school year, peer-to-peer
evaluation was made available to permanent faculty members.
All Board agendas and minutes are regularly posted to the BCCHS website to be available to
all BCCHS stakeholders and the community at large. A binder containing hard copies of the
same are located in the Main Office of BCCHS and can be viewed by any interested parties
upon request. Board policies are presented for approval at monthly Board meetings and
indicated as “Action Items” on the agendas during which approval is sought. Once
approved, those policies are posted to the BCCHS website and included in the binder in the
Main Office.
For the purposes of clarity, transparency and greater understanding among staff, BCCHS has
not only developed a comprehensive organizational chart highlighting the roles and
responsibilities of each functioning body, but has made every effort to provide all
stakeholders a copy of the organizational chart. All staff members were given a PowerPoint
presentation of the organizational chart in August of 2014 during our buy-back days.
Furthermore, a copy of the chart detailing the structural elements of the organization was
provided to all staff for future use. The organizational chart is posted at various locations
throughout the school in prominent and visible areas.
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4) Greater articulations between BCCHS and local
community college and trade schools.

5) Increase community involvement by exploring
community perceptions in order to develop a
comprehensive plan to strengthen BCCHS.

6) Continue to explore methods to effectively
communicate to all stakeholders.

Since the last WASC visitation, BCCHS has made great strides in connecting with local
community colleges and trade schools to fulfill our mission to ensure that all students are
college and career ready. Career pathway courses have been created in collaboration with
community college staff, the number of college courses offered to SAS students has
increased and communication has been opened with our local CSU staff to support at least
one of our career pathways.
Several new programs/activities have been instituted to, at least in part, improve community
perception of BCCHS. At New Student Recruitment Night, all prospective new students are
invited to meet faculty members, tour the campus and learn about BCCHS’ academic and
extracurricular programs. For Freshman Career Day, local business people representing a
number of industries were invited to give presentations to our 9th grade students to expose
them to a wide variety of career fields. A Community Health Fair, sponsored by students in
the MASH academy, is now included as part of BCCHS’ annual Open House. BCCHS
seniors are now required to complete 10 hours of community service and encouraged to
fulfill those hours with businesses and organizations within the local community. New street
signage displays the many academic and extracurricular programs available at BCCHS.
BCCHS regularly uses the ConnectEd phone system to inform parents of important
information and upcoming events. Since the last WASC visit, we have opened the Parent
Portal in our SIS to provide parents with access to their students’ grade, attendance and
discipline information. Calendar and other important school information is available to
parents, students, staff, and community members on our improved website and updated
regularly. That information is also made available, in abbreviated form, on our marquee.
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V: School Wide Action Plan

BCCHS ACTION PLAN
2012-2018
Goal 1:

Goal 2:

Develop and implement systematic school wide instructional practices so that students demonstrate proficiency of CA State
standards aligned critical thinking skills in content areas to decrease the percentage of students who score Far Below Basic and
Below Basic on the California Standards Test, with the ultimate goal of increasing the percentage of students who score Proficient
and Advanced
Develop and implement a school wide / discipline specific vocabulary program that is aligned to CA State/Common Core
Standards and accesses students’ background knowledge to increase understanding, retention and application of curriculum in all
content areas to decrease the percentage of students who score Far Below Basic and Below Basic on the California Standards
Test, with the ultimate goal of increasing the percentage of students who score Proficient and Advanced.

Goal 3:

Implement policies and programs to increase students’ knowledge, understanding and completion of the skills, requirements, and
planning necessary to pursue post-secondary opportunities (both educational and work-based) and show readiness for postsecondary education by increasing graduation rate and the percentage of students who complete A - G requirements and by
raising the school’s passing rate on the CAHSEE.

Goal 4:

Implement policies and programs to increase awareness of civic and ethical responsibility, and promote positive school and
community interactions school wide by increasing the attendance of students in co-curricular activities related to small learning
communities and programs that directly impact the local community.
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Goal 1:

Develop and implement systematic school wide instructional practices so that students demonstrate proficiency of CA
State standards aligned critical thinking skills in content areas to decrease the percentage of students who score Far Below Basic
and Below Basic on the California Standards Test, with the ultimate goal of increasing the percentage of students who score
Proficient and Advanced.

Rationale:

CST, CAHSEE, CFA data, student writing samples, teacher and department reflection indicates that students:
 Struggle to think and write with depth and complexity
 Lack skills necessary to comprehend challenging texts independently
 Demonstrate weakness in problem solving without direct teacher guidance
 Percentage of students scoring Far Below Basic and Below Basic on the CST’s (see data analysis)

ESLR(s) Addressed: Critical Thinkers, Academic Achievers, Effective Communicators
Description of Specific
Responsible
Resources/Means
Means to Assess
Actions to Improve
Persons
to Monitor
Improvement
Student Performance
Progress
1a. Provide on-going
professional development that
assists faculty and staff with
consistently providing
instruction that accesses higher
critical thinking to increase
number of students who score
proficient and advanced on the
CST. Topics to include:
 Assessment writing
 Instructional practices
 Differentiation
 Scaffolding
 Effective use of
instructional time
 Self-selected areas to
address Growth Goals
(Marzano)
 Content rigor

Instructional
Leaders
Department Chairs
Instructional
Coordinators
Teacher Experts
Administrators
Educational
Consultants

Professional literature,
Dedicated time,
Dedicated funding.

California Standards
Test(CST)/CAHSEE Data,
Common Formative
Assessment (CFA) Data,
Analysis of student work,
Professional development
evaluations, Pre and post
professional reflection,
Feedback from
instructional rounds,
Common Summative
Assessment (CSA) Data,
Course evaluation by
students, Passage rate by
course (after
implementation of uniform
grading policy).
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Timeline

Ongoing

Progress Report 2015

All teachers have received training in the content and
implementation of the Common Core State
Standards. Additionally, all teachers have
participated in Direct Interactive Instruction training.
That training has not only included an initial training
session but has also included model teaching
sessions, co-plan co-teach sessions with a coach and
co-plan co-teach sessions with a fellow teacher and a
coach.
Instructional Rounds were instituted during the
2013-2014 school to monitor school wide
instructional expectations of: regular use of checking
for understanding strategies, greater student
engagement with curriculum, fellow students and
teachers, consistent use of academic vocabulary and
vocabulary graphic organizers, regular display and
reference to student learning targets, and consistent
of DII lesson structure and sequence.

Description of Specific
Actions to Improve
Student Performance
1b. Provide additional
collaboration time for:
 Sharing effective practices
 Examining student
assessment data to target
areas of need on CST
power standards
 Developing common
assessments aligned to CA
State Standards and CST
 Examining student work to
identify intervention and
instructional needs
 Developing learning targets
in course-groups
 Developing multi-tiered
intervention system that
will provide
instructional/learning
support to all students at all
levels

Responsible
Persons
Curriculum &
Instruction
Committee
Instructional Leaders
Department Chairs
Instructional
Coordinators
Teacher Experts
Administrators

Resources/Means
to Monitor
Progress
Professional literature,
Collaborative Time,
Zoom! DataDirector,
CA Content/Common
Core Standards
Course Pacing Guides
Dedicated Funding

Means to Assess
Improvement
Monitor CST/CAHSEE
data, Monitor CFA data,
Monitor CSA data, Pre and
post professional reflection,
Course evaluation by
students, Monitor passage
rate by course (after
implementation of uniform
grading policy).
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Timeline
Ongoing

A collaboration schedule has been in place for the
past two years to provide dedicated collaboration
time weekly for all teachers. The majority of that
time has been devoted to department collaboration
with teachers working to redesign curriculum to
reflect CCSS, develop and refine Common
Formative Assessments to align with the CCSS,
analyze student CFA data to inform instruction,
differentiate Honors curriculum from Core
curriculum, develop student Learning Targets by
course-alike teachers, and share instructional
strategies.

Description of Specific
Actions to Improve
Student Performance
1c. Develop and Implement
uniform grading practices that
emphasize higher critical
thinking and are aligned to CA
State/Common Core Standards
Competencies and include:
 Use of common rubrics
 Use of common grading
criteria
 Use of CFAs
 Use of CSAs

Description of Specific
Actions to Improve
Student Performance
1d. Develop and implement a
comprehensive staff evaluation
process that will measure the
effectiveness of instructional
practices. School wide
instructional support for this
process to include:
 School wide professional
development
 Self-selected and supervisorassisted professional Growth
Goals for individual teachers
 Systematic process of
teacher-to-teacher
observations
 Department level
professional development
 Individualized instructional
support/guidance

Responsible
Persons

Resources/Means to
Monitor Progress

Means to Assess
Improvement

Department
Chairs,
Teachers,
Instructional
Coordinators,
Administrators

Professional literature,
Collaborative Time, CA
Content/Common Core
Standards, Course Pacing
Guides, Learning Target
Data, CFAs/CSAs Data.

Common Rubrics,
Common grading,
criteria – school wide
and course specific,
Monitor passage rate by
course.

Progress Report 2015
Timeline
Ongoing

A school wide rubric has been developed to assess student
proficiency in writing individual paragraphs. All
departments use this rubric to assess any student writing
included as part of the CFAs. Some departments have
developed common grading criteria to determine student
academic grades. A school wide focus on inference-based
questions has been in place for the last two years. This
focus affects both curriculum guides and CFAs.
Departments will continue to engage in conversations to
develop plans to institute standards-based grading systems.

Responsible
Persons

Resources/Means to
Monitor Progress

Means to Assess
Improvement

Curriculum and
Instruction
Committee
members,
Instructional
Coordinators,
Administrators,
Department
Chairs,
Teachers.

Professional literature,
Collaborative Time,
Zoom! DataDirector, CA
Content/Common Core
Standards, Course Pacing
Guides, Learning Target
Data, CFAs/CSAs Data.

Common Rubrics,
Common grading,
criteria – school wide
and course specific,
Monitor passage rate
by course.

Progress Report 2015
Timeline
Ongoing

The staff evaluation process implemented in the 2013-2014
school year includes some teacher choice regarding which
sub-standards of the California Standards for the Teaching
Profession will be the focus for the year. Peer-to-peer
evaluation is available to permanent teachers.
Instructional Rounds data will continue to be shared with the
faculty as measurement of the consistency of the
implementation of instructional initiatives.
Teachers in New Teacher Cadre 2 regularly participate in
peer observation around common areas of teacher need.
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Goal 2:

Develop and implement a school wide / discipline specific vocabulary program that is aligned to CA State/Common Core Standards
and accesses students’ background knowledge to increase understanding, retention and application of curriculum in all content areas
to decrease the percentage of students who score Far Below Basic and Below Basic on the California Standards Test, with the
ultimate goal of increasing the percentage of students who score Proficient and Advanced.

Rationale:

CST, CAHSEE, CFA data, student writing samples, teacher and department reflection indicates that students:
 Demonstrate limited ability to understand and use essential content vocabulary
 Demonstrate limited ability to understand and use essential general academic vocabulary
 Percentage of students scoring Far Below Basic and Below Basic on the CST’s (see data analysis)

ESLR(s) Addressed: Critical Thinkers, Academic Achievers, Effective Communicators
Description of Specific
Resources/Means
Means to
Responsible
Actions to Improve
to Monitor
Assess
Timeline
Persons
Student Performance
Progress
Improvement
2a. Identify academic terms
for all courses and review
annually

Description of Specific
Actions to Improve
Student Performance
2b. Identify and implement
school wide vocabulary
strategies and provide
applicable professional
development for their
implementation

Course-alike
teachers, Department
chairs,
Administrators

Responsible
Persons
Instructional
Leaders,
Department Chairs,
Administrators

CA content/common
core standards, Content
textbooks, Marzano’s 4point Vocabulary Rating
System

Resources/Means
to Monitor
Progress
CA Content Standards,
Common Core
Literacy Standards,
Content textbooks,
Collaborative time,
Dedicated funding,
Identified Graphic
Organizers, Marzano’s
6-Step Vocabulary
Process.

Vocabulary lists,
Vocabulary
Review Process

Means to
Assess
Improvement
Instructional
Rounds,
Department
Debriefs

Ongoing

Progress Report 2015

All departments have developed 30-word lists of academic
terms for each of the courses in the department. The terms
in those lists represent critical academic concepts to be
taught initially in the identified course. Those lists are
reviewed and updated annually.

Progress Report 2015
Timeline
Ongoing

Five school wide graphic organizers have been adopted for
use in all departments. Teachers have discussed use of
these organizers during department collaboration.
Data from Instructional Rounds includes information
regarding the consistent use of academic vocabulary and
vocabulary graphic organizers school wide.
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Description of Specific
Actions to Improve
Student Performance
2c. Develop and implement a
school wide academic
vocabulary program.
Program components will
include:
 Student Vocabulary
Notebooks
 Department Course
Vocabulary Lists
 Common Vocabulary
Instructional Practices
 Related Teacher Training

Responsible
Persons
Instructional
Leaders,
Department Chairs,
Administrators,
Teachers

Resources/Means
to Monitor
Progress
Department Course
Vocabulary Lists,
Marzano’s 6-Step
Vocabulary Instruction
Process, BCCHS
Identified Vocabulary
Graphic Organizers,
Student Vocabulary
Notebooks,
Training/Collaboration
Time, Dedicated
Funding

Means to Assess
Improvement
Freshman Pilot,
Vocabulary Program
 Teacher
Feedback
 Student Survey
Results (end of
semester)
 Student SelfAssessment
Values
School Wide
Gradual
Implementation
Vocabulary Program
 Grades 9, 10
 Grades 9, 10,
11
 Grades 9, 10,
11, 12
 Same tools as
above
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Progress Report 2015
Timeline
January
2015

All 9th grade teachers received training in the use of the
Student Vocabulary Notebook prior to the beginning of the
spring semester in January 2015.
Student Vocabulary Notebooks were distributed to all 9 th
grade students in January 2015 for use in all freshman
classes except PE.
Freshman teachers will meet periodically during the Spring
2015 Semester to monitor use of the student notebook and
share instructional practices.

2015-2016
school year
2016-2017
school year
2017-2018
school year

Goal 3:

Implement policies and programs to increase students’ knowledge, understanding and completion of the skills, requirements, and
planning necessary to pursue post-secondary opportunities (both educational and work-based) and show readiness for post-secondary
education by increasing graduation rate and the percentage of students who complete A - G requirements and by raising the school’s
passing rate on the CAHSEE.
Rationale:

EAP data, A-G course completion, graduation rate, and enrollment in post-secondary education data indicates that:
 The number of students qualified to apply for post-secondary education is less than desired
 The number of qualified students applying for admission to post-secondary education is less than desired
 Students are not considering and/or pursuing all post-secondary options

ESLR(s) Addressed: Critical Thinkers, Academic Achievers, Responsible Citizens, Effective Communicators
Description of Specific Actions
Resources/Mea
Responsible
Means to Assess
to Improve Student
ns to Monitor
Timeline
Persons
Improvement
Performance
Progress
3a. Develop and implement school
wide computer literacy program to
develop skills and knowledge
necessary to become competitive in the
21st century workforce. Program to
include the following grade level
expectations (to be implemented Fall
2015):
 All Grades
-Internet skills (search engines and key
words)
-Online research skills (credibility of
websites)
-Internet safety and ethics
- Email etiquette, ethics and protocols
 9th grade
-Academic documents appropriate to
the course and the student
 10th grade
-Academic electronic products
appropriate to the course and the
student
 11th grade

Joint Leadership
Team,
Department
Chairs, SLC
Lead Teachers,
Administrators,
Teachers,
Counselors

Computer literacy
software, Up-to-date
software,
Computers,
Dedicated
classrooms,
Teaching personnel,
Professional
development for
teachers, Dedicated
funding – BCCHS
funds + grant
money, Time,
Counselors, SLC
Clerical Staff

Monitor passage
rate on computer
literacy test of 9th
grade students
(graduation
requirement),
Demonstrated
computer
knowledge of
faculty, Computer
literacy program by
grade level,
Establishment of
computer labs,
Monitor percentage
of students who
have met graduation
requirement by end
of senior year
(100% expected).
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Ongoing

Progress Report 2015

Beginning with the Class of 2017, all students are
required to complete a semester course of Computer
Literacy to meet the computer literacy graduation
requirement. Most students complete this course
during the 9th grade year. Curriculum for this course is
based on Microsoft Office software.
Departments will work to infuse technology
requirements, appropriate to content and grade level,
into course plans. BCCHS has contracted with an
Educational Technologist to expand our technology
plans to include use of tech skills by students to deepen
learning.

-Academic electronic products
appropriate to the course and the
student
 12th grade
-Academic electronic products
appropriate to the course and the
student

Description of Specific Actions
to Improve Student
Performance
3b. Establish relationships and/or
partnerships with post-secondary
educational institutions to:
 Provide students with information
and guidance regarding preparation
for post-secondary goals
 Provide students with educational
contacts to assist in pursuing postsecondary educational goals
 Provide students with opportunities
to experience college “culture”
 Provide students with opportunities
to earn college credits while in
high school

Responsible
Persons
College Advisor,
SLC Lead
Teachers,
Counselors,
Administrators

Resources/Mea
ns to Monitor
Progress
Dedicated Funding,
Dedicated Space,
Counselors, College
Advisor, Postsecondary
educational
institutions, Career
and college planning
literature,
Individualized
Graduation and
Post-Secondary Plan
(IGPSP),
College/university
campuses visits,
College Fairs
participation,
College/university
representative
presentations
(BCCHS site).

Means to Assess
Improvement
Data from
Individualized
Graduation and
Post-Secondary Plan
(IGPSP),
Establishment of
College AND
Career Center,
Monitor number of
qualified seniors
applying to postsecondary
educational
institutions
Student attendance
data from:
 College visits
 College fairs
 College reps
 College
workshops
Advisory lesson
student
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Progress Report 2015
Timeline
Ongoing

Over the last three years, BCCHS has established
working relationships with two local community
colleges, LA Valley College and Pierce College, to
provide a variety of services and opportunities to our
students.
 LAVC schedules 6-10 college classes on our
campus each year for our SAS students – involves
approximately 200 students annually
 LAVC hosts an annual College Fair and invites
BCCHS students – approximately 150 students
attended
 Pierce College is working with BCCHS staff to
develop articulation agreements for 11 pathway
courses
 Pierce College has established articulation
agreements with BCCHS for 2 pathway courses
BCCHS has opened a relationship with the Engineering
faculty at CSUN to support its two engineering
pathways.
Approximately, fifty 9th grade students participated in a
field to CSUN to introduce them to the engineering
department there.

BCCHS’ College Counselor continues to bring
representatives from both 2- and 4-year institutions to
provide admission and financial aid information to
students and provides students with assistance
completing college applications and FAFSA
applications.

reflections/activities,
Data reflecting
number of college
units earned by
students (SAS and
pathway articulated
classes).

Ninth grade college visits will take place annually
commencing in the Spring of 2015. All 9th grade
students will visit one of three local CSU campuses.
The objective of this field trip is to increase students’
college awareness.

Description of Specific
Actions to Improve Student
Performance
3c. Establish relationships and/or
partnerships with community
businesses to:
 Expose students to real world
career experiences, requirements
and demands
 Provide students with business
contacts to assist with pursuing
post-secondary work-based
goals
 Provide students with real world
career experiences aligned to
their post-secondary work-based
goals through job shadowing
opportunities and short-term
internships

Responsible
Persons
Career
Advisor/Internship
Coordinator, SLC
Lead Teachers,
Counselors,
Administrators

Resources/Means
to Monitor
Progress

Means to
Assess
Improvement

Dedicated Funding,
Dedicated Space,
Counselors, Career
Advisor/Internship
Coordinator,
Community
businesses, Career and
college planning
literature,
Individualized
Graduation and PostSecondary Plan
(IGPSP), BCCHS
College and Career
webpage.

Establishment of
Career
Advisor/Internship
Coordinator, Data
from
Individualized
Graduation and
Post-Secondary
Plan (IGPSP),
Establishment of
College and Career
Center, Monitor
number of students
participating in job
shadowing/internsh
ips.

Progress Report 2015
Timeline
Ongoing

A Career Counselor was hired in the Fall of 2014. In
addition to working directly with students to determine
career interests, this counselor is actively working to
build relationships and secure partnerships with local
businesses. As a result of her work, a Freshman Career
Day was held in the Fall of 2015 during which all 9 th
grade students had an opportunity to hear career
presentations from 6 different speakers representing 6
different career fields. Students have also had
opportunities to participate in career field trips arranged
by the Career Counselor and designed to offer
exploratory career experiences for students.
Additionally, BCCHS’ SLCs are working to establish
relationships with industry partners corresponding to
their career pathways. These partners are expected to
provide industry expertise to students and teachers alike
as well as establish opportunities for students to
participate in job shadowing and mini-internships.
Existing relationships with businesses in the community
continue to provide guest speakers, industry tours, and
other field trip experiences to our students.
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Description of Specific
Actions to Improve
Student Performance
3d. Provide differentiated
post-secondary planning
support (education and workbased) to all students through
grade level Advisory classes,
considering the needs of the
following groups of students:
 Students enrolled in and
completing a-g
requirements with a “C”
or better
 Students enrolled in and
completing a-g
requirements with a “C”
or better and accruing
college credits (AP
exams, college classes,
articulated college
classes)
 Students not completing
a-g requirements and
pursuing diploma only
 Students not completing
a-g requirements and
pursuing alternate
completion pathways
only
Students pursuing 3-year CTE
course sequence (may overlap
with first three bullets above

Responsible
Persons
SLC Lead
Teachers, Bilingual
Administrator and
Support Staff,
Special Education
Administrator and
Support Staff,
College Advisor,
Career
Advisor/Internship
Coordinator,
Counselors,
Teachers (Content
and Advisory),
Administrators,
School for
Accelerated Studies
(SAS) Advisor,
BCCHS Board of
Directors

Resources/Means
to Monitor
Progress
Middle School
counselors, High
School teachers, High
School counselors,
Parents, CFA data,
EAP data,
PSAT/SAT/ACT data,
SAS data (not yet
implemented), A-G
completion data,
Graduation rate data,
Post-Secondary
institutions,
Community Business
partners, Professional
literature, AP exam
data, Articulated
course completion
data, Career interest
survey, Advisory
curriculum.

Means to Assess
Improvement
Compare EAP data year
to year, Compare
graduation rates year to
year, Monitor SAS
enrollment and college
course completion data,
Monitor AP Exam
enrollment and passage
rate, Monitor number of
students applying to
post-secondary
educational institutions
 Public universities
 Privates
universities
 Community
Colleges
 Technical Colleges
Monitor number of
students admitted to
post-secondary
educational institutions
 Public universities
 Privates
universities
 Community
Colleges
 Technical Colleges
Monitor number of
students completing AG requirements
 C or better
 11 by 11
 GPA
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Progress Report 2015
Timeline
Ongoing

In the process of identifying and differentiating postsecondary planning support, it is important to
acknowledge that it is necessary to think of
differentiation in various ways including by grade, by
academic skills, by student interest, by educational
needs. We understand that no students are the same, and
therefore, BCCHS needs to provide planning support
that accounts for a wide variety of needs and goals.
School wide Advisory classes were implemented in the
2013-2014 school year.
These classes, and their corresponding curricula, were
designed based on the differentiated need of students by
grade/age. The curricula all focus on common topics
but require more from students as they move from 9 th to
12th grade. Some of those common topics include:
graduation requirements and progress toward
graduation, A-G requirements and progress toward
completion, study skills, career interests, educational
requirements for specific careers, test preparation skills
(CAHSEE, PSAT, SAT, ACT), fulfillment of the
school’s ESLRs, job skills.
Counselors conduct graduation checks twice per year at
each grade level and work with students to update and
plan class schedules that reflect the goals in their IGPs.
We are aware that we must institute systems that allow
all staff to have access to student data on college
entrance exams, post-secondary educational institutions
admission rates, A-G completion rates and expectations
that all staff will use that information to guide student
decisions during high school and after high school.

Monitor college
entrance exams
(SAT/ACT) data
 Participation
 Scores
 Waiver
applications
Data from
Individualized
Graduation and PostSecondary Plan
(IGPSP), Monitor
number of students
participating in job
shadowing/internship,
Monitor PSAT results
(as a predictor of AP
potential).
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Description of Specific
Actions to Improve
Student Performance

Responsible
Persons

Resources/Means
to Monitor
Progress

Means to Assess
Improvement

3e. Provide directed
academic and counseling
support for students to meet
more comprehensive and
rigorous a-g course sequence.
 Provide students with
annual updated A-G
progress report
 Publish a comprehensive
list of “G” college prep
elective courses offered
 Publish a comprehensive
list of “F” visual and
performing arts elective
courses offered
 Provide Algebra 2
tutoring before and after
school
 Publish all of the ways
that students can satisfy
the “E” language
requirement
 Publish list of Honors and
Advanced Placement
courses available at
BCCHS that satisfy A-G
requirements
 Provide tutoring in all
content areas both before
and after school
 Review and revise
graduation check forms to
include a-g requirements

SLC Lead
Teachers,
Bilingual Support
Staff, Special
Education
Administrator and
Support Staff,
College Advisor,
Counselors,
Teachers (content
and advisory),
Administrators,
School for
Accelerated
Studies (SAS)
Advisor, BCCHS
Board of
Directors

Middle School
counselors, High
School teachers, High
School counselors,
Parents, CFA data,
EAP data, PSAT/ data,
SAS data, A-G
completion data,
Graduation rate data,
Post-Secondary
institutions,
Professional literature,
Advisory curriculum

Compare EAP data year
to year, Compare
graduation rates year to
year, Monitor SAS
enrollment and college
course completion data,
Monitor AP Exam
enrollment and passage
rate
Monitor number of
students applying to
post-secondary
educational institutions
 Public universities
 Privates
universities
 Community
Colleges
 Technical Colleges
Monitor number of
students admitted to
post-secondary
educational institutions
 Public universities
 Privates
universities
 Community
Colleges
 Technical Colleges
Monitor number of
students completing AG requirements
 C or better
 11 by 11
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Timeline

Ongoing

Progress Report 2015

All students have been made aware of A-G requirements
and their individual progress toward completion of those
requirements through the Advisory curriculum.
Parent meetings are held in the Freshman Academy to
educate parents about the A-G requirements and equip
them with information and skills to assist their students to
make choices and decisions to complete those
requirements prior to graduation.
BCCHS’ A-G approved course list is updated annually and
will, beginning in the 2015-2016 school year, be published
on the BCCHS website.
Tutoring continues to be offered to all students both before
and after school to provide additional academic support to
students in order to earn Cs or better in their classes.
Additionally, a (pilot) Twilight School was instituted in
the Spring 2015 semester to allow students to recover
credits, improve Ds to Cs or better and provide study hall
time to prevent further academic failure and improve
student performance.
We are aware that we must institute systems that allow all
staff to have access to student data on college entrance
exams, post-secondary educational institutions admission
rates, A-G completion rates and expectations that all staff
will use that information to guide student decisions during
high school and after high school. Additionally, our
counseling staff has revised, and will continue to revise if
necessary, the IGP and A-G completion forms in order to
serve the counselors’ purposes and provide user-friendly
information to students, parents, and other staff.



GPA

Monitor college
entrance exams
(SAT/ACT) data
 Participation
 Scores
 Waiver
applications
Data from
Individualized
Graduation and PostSecondary Plan
(IGPSP), Monitor
number of students
participating in job
shadowing/internships,
Monitor PSAT results
(as a predictor of AP
potential).
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Description of Specific
Actions to Improve
Student Performance
3f. Review and revise the
master schedule to facilitate
optimal access to required ag courses for every student.











Review and revise
graduation check forms
to include a-g
requirements
Publish a comprehensive
list of “g” college prep
elective courses offered
Publish a comprehensive
list of “f” visual and
performing arts elective
courses offered
Publish all of the ways
that students can satisfy
the “e” language
requirement
Publish list of Core,
Honors and Advanced
Placement courses
available at BCCHS that
satisfy A-G requirements
Review BCCHS course
offerings’ a-g eligibility

Responsible
Persons
Bilingual
Administrator,
Special
Education
Administrator
and Support
Staff, College
Advisor,
Counselors,
Teachers,
Administrators,
School for
Accelerated
Studies (SAS)
Advisor,
Department
Chairs

Resources/Means
to Monitor
Progress

Means to Assess
Improvement

Timeline

Middle School
counselors, High
School teachers, High
School counselors,
Parents, CFA data,
EAP data, SAS data,
A-G completion data,
Graduation rate data,
Post-Secondary
institutions,
Professional literature

Compare EAP data
year to year,
Compare graduation
rates year to year,
Monitor SAS
enrollment and
college course
completion data,
Monitor AP Exam
enrollment and
passage rate

Ongoing

Monitor number of
students applying to
post-secondary
educational
institutions
 Public
universities
 Privates
universities
 Community
Colleges
 Technical
Colleges
Monitor number of
students admitted to
post-secondary
educational
institutions
 Public
universities
 Privates
universities
 Community
Colleges
 Technical
Colleges
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Progress Report 2015

See Progress Report on 3d and 3e above.
The master schedule is produced with the cooperation of
administrators, counselors, department chairs, and SLC leads.
As we move to a 2x8 schedule, that collaboration will become
critical to ensure that initial learning, intervention, and credit
recovery opportunities are maximized for all students.

Monitor number of
students completing
A-G requirements
 C or better
 11 by 11
 GPA
Monitor college
entrance exams
(SAT/ACT) data
 Participation
 Scores
 Waiver
applications
Data from
Individualized
Graduation and
Post-Secondary Plan
(IGPSP), Monitor
number of students
participating in job
shadowing/internshi
ps, Monitor PSAT
results (as a
predictor of AP
potential)
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Description of Specific
Actions to Improve
Student Performance

Responsible
Persons

Resources/Means
to Monitor
Progress

Means to Assess
Improvement

3g. Communicate with parents
and students in a clear, concise,
and understandable manner the
requirements for high school
graduation, education and
work-based post-secondary
options, and the ways in which
parents can help the students
meet those requirements and
exercise their chosen options.

SLC Lead
Teachers, Bilingual
Coordinator,
Special Education
Coordinator/
Administrator,
College Advisor,
Career
Advisor/Internship
Coordinator,
Counselors,
Teachers,
Administrators,
School for
Advanced Studies
(SAS) Advisor,
Parent Liaison

Middle School
counselors, High
School teachers, High
School counselors,
Parents, CST data,
CFA data, EAP data,
SAT/ACT data, SAS
data, A-G completion
data, Graduation rate
data, Post-Secondary
partners, Community
Business partners,
Professional literature

Compare EAP data
year to year, Compare
graduation rates year
to year, Monitor SAS
enrollment and college
course completion
data, Monitor AP
Exam enrollment and
passage rate, Monitor
number of students
applying to postsecondary educational
institutions
 Public universities
 Privates
universities
 Community
Colleges
 Technical
Colleges
Monitor number of
students admitted to
post-secondary
educational
institutions
 Public universities
 Privates
universities
 Community
Colleges
 Technical
Colleges
Monitor number of
students completing
A-G requirements
 C or better
 11 by 11
 GPA










Completion of A-G
requirements
Successful performance on
the CAHSEE
Provision of information
on programs and activities
offered by BCCHS and
other agencies related to
increasing students’
academic success.
Connect Ed messages
Provide information and
translation services in
primary language as
needed
Provide information
regarding the list of all
levels of courses available
at BCCHS that satisfy A-G
requirements
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Timeline

Ongoing

Progress Report 2015

Parent meetings are held in the Freshman Academy to
educate parents about the A-G requirements and equip
them with information and skills to assist their students
to make choices and decisions to complete those
requirements prior to graduation. Additionally, parents
receive information about graduation requirements,
credit accrual and the differences between intervention,
core, honors, and AP courses.
CAHSEE scores are sent home to parents of 10th grade
students in a timely manner in both English and Spanish
and accompanied by a letter explaining the scores and
offering suggestions regarding how parents can help
their students if they did not pass.
BCCHS’ A-G approved course list is updated annually
and will, beginning in the 2015-2016 school year, be
published on the BCCHS website.
Connect Ed messages are regularly sent to parents, in
their primary language, to provide information about
school events, parent meetings, important deadlines, and
college/career informational meetings.
Informational presentations are made to parent groups,
PTSA, School Site Council, ELAC, regarding
graduation requirements, A-G requirements, career
pathway opportunities, college admission procedures,
college financial aid application procedures, Common
Core State Standards, and CAHSEE requirements.

Monitor college
entrance exams
(SAT/ACT) data
 Participation
 Scores
 Waiver
applications
Data from
Individualized
Graduation and PostSecondary Plan
(IGPSP), Monitor
number of students
participating in job
shadowing/internships,
Monitor PSAT results
(as a predictor of AP
potential), Monitor
number of students
participating in job
shadowing/internships,
Parent Survey
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Goal 4:

Implement policies and programs to increase awareness of civic and ethical responsibility, and promote positive school and
community interactions school wide by increasing the attendance of students in co-curricular activities related to small learning
communities and programs that directly impact the local community.

Rationale:

Little participation in community/civic programs
 Minimal participation in school honor, service, and charitable groups/activities
 Documented low attendance of co-curricular Small Learning Communities events and activities

ESLR(s) Addressed: Critical Thinkers, Responsible Citizens, Effective Communicators
Description of Specific
Resources/Means
Responsible
Means to Assess
Actions to Improve
to Monitor
Timeline
Persons
Improvement
Student Performance
Progress
4a. Develop and implement
civic responsibility programs
that are connected to each
Small Learning Community
and encourage our students to
serve local community and
charitable organizations

JointLeadership
Team,
Teachers,
Counselors,
Advisors,
Administrators

Counselors, SLC
Clerical Staff, SLC
Staff, Community
business partners,
School service
groups, Charitable
organizations,
BCCHS Board
members, Dedicated
time

Establish school
wide civic
responsibility
guidelines, Monitor
student involvement
at the SLC level,
Monitor participation
in school honor,
service and
charitable
groups/activities,
Amend BCCHS’
graduation
requirements to
include a civic
responsibility
component, Monitor
staff participation in
the civic
responsibility
program
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Ongoing

Progress Report 2015

Community service requirements have been implemented for both
11th and 12th grade students. These requirements, and
opportunities to satisfy them, are discussed and explored in the
Advisory lessons for these grades. Additionally, individual SLCs
have sponsored community service events to increase studentcommunity interaction, provide opportunities for 11th and 12th
grade students to complete community service hours, and expose
underclassmen to the benefits of providing service to one’s
community.

Description of Specific
Actions to Improve
Student Performance
4b. Continue to develop and
implement co-curricular
programs that promote
positive interactions between
all stakeholders and between
stakeholders and the local
community

Responsible
Persons
Student
Services
Committee, All
stakeholders

Resources/Means
to Monitor
Progress
SLC Staff, Safe &
Civil Schools
program, Dedicated
funding, School
service groups,
Community
organizations/agencies
, Parents, Counselors,
Deans, Teachers,
administrators,
Classified staff,
Dedicated time

Means to Assess
Improvement
Recognize students’
success, e.g.:
 Improved
attendance
 Honor roll
 CAHSEE passage
Monitor and assess the
number and
effectiveness of new
and ongoing programs,
Monitor staff
participation in Safe &
Civil Schools
program, Monitor
number of
suspensions/expulsion
s quarterly, Monitor
the number and type
of disciplinary
referrals.
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Our SLCs have been given primary responsibility for
developing and implementing co-curricular programs to
promote positive interactions between stakeholders and the
local community. The Freshman Academy sponsored
Freshman Career Day during which local business people
representing a number of industries were invited to give
presentations to our 9th grade students to expose them to a
wide variety of career fields. A Community Health Fair,
sponsored by students in the MASH academy, is now
included as part of BCCHS’ annual Open House. PVA
Academy sponsors “Daniel Pearl World Music Day” and
invites students from other schools as well as community
members. All SLCs will continue to plan for and implement
similar programs to build connections with the communities
around us.

Description of Specific
Actions to Improve
Student Performance
4c. Develop and implement
work-based learning programs
within Small Learning
Communities (SLCs) that:
 Provide students with real
world career experiences
aligned to their postsecondary goals through
job shadowing
opportunities and shortterm internships
 Promote positive
interactions and build
beneficial relationships
between stakeholders and
the local community

Responsible
Persons
Career
Advisor/Internship
Coordinator, SLC
Lead Teachers,
Counselors,
Administrators

Resources/Means
to Monitor
Progress
SLC Staff, Dedicated
funding, Community
organizations/agencies
, Parents, Counselors,
Teachers,
Administrators,
Classified staff,
Dedicated time

Means to Assess
Improvement
Monitor and assess
the number and
effectiveness of new
and ongoing workbased learning
programs, Monitor
student participation
in such programs,
Develop and publish
student reflections
after participation in
such programs
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All SLCs are currently working to create meaningful workbased learning opportunities for students in their career
pathways. These opportunities will include exploratory
field trips, industry tours, hands-on experiences field trips,
job shadowing experiences, and both short- and long-term
internships.

